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Andy .Johnson, a meapber of the UNH Woodsmen's Team, competes in the lint leg of the "Cross-cut 
Competition" during Sunday's event. (Tim Skeer photo) · 
Student trustee to he elected 
By Maggie McKowen 
Six U N.H students will 
campaign this week for the 
position of lone student trustee of 
the 25 member University System 
Board of Trustees. 
A student body election will be 
held March 9 and IO and students 
will be able to vote in the dining 
halls. Memorial Union Building. 
Kingsbury Hall. the Dimond 
Library. WSBE and Stoke Hall. 
majority vote there will be a runoff 
election between the top two 
candidates on March 2J and 24. 
Pn~/i/es c~l 1hree candidaies lor 
s1Ude111 lrus/e(' appear on /J{lges 8 
and 9. Pn~/ile.\· <~l !he remaining 
rnndida1e.\· will he in Fridar '.\-
n~hm · 
Unit! 1979. the student trustee 
was chosen by the governor. The 
governor would make his decision 
from a list of five names submitted 
by the student government. 
"It was changed from the 
student government submitting a 
list of five names to a direct 
election. The students wanted the 
chance to vote. There had been a 
movement for some years because 
they thought the gubernatorial 
appointees weren't reflecting 
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UNH may expand 
·class requirements 
By Greg Flemming 1 
The first of two open hearings on 
stricter general education 
requirements--which would force 
students to take a wider variet y of 
courses to graduatc--is today at 
12:J0. 
A University committee has 
recommended that to graduate 
from UNH. all students must pass: 
-one course in writing skills 
-one course in quantitative 
reasoning 
-one two-semester course in 
biological or physical science and 
one course in another branch of 
science 
-one course rn historical 
pers peel ives 
-one course in foreign culture 
-once course in fine arts 
-two courses in socia I and 
philosophical perspectives 
-one course in masterpieces of 
literature and ideas 
These proposed requirements. 
which will go before the Academic 
Senate March 29 for approval, 
give more direction than current 
general education requirements . 
Now. students must take four 
courses from a wide range of 
science and math courses. and two 
from the arts and hum~nities and 
the social sciences. 
"We're in the business of doing 
more than narrowly training for a 
job." said associate professor 
Harvard Sitkoff. chairman of the 
Undergraduate Curriculum 
Review Committee which made 
the proposal. 
"'Obviously there are a lot of 
students at UNH who are looking 
for an easy way out." Stitkoff said. 
"But there are also a lot of 
students who want a good 
education he added. 
The committee also recom- · 
mended that a General Education 
C:.ommi_ue~. Q__£_formed to oversee 
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Women's Center is 
granted SAFC funds 
By David P. Foster 
The Women's Center survived 
as a member of the Student 
Activity Fee Council (SAFC) 
Sunday night. after a divided 
Student Senate voted not t() 
rescindchc Center_\ concept. 
Tlw Women'.\- Cemer propose,/ 
$4300 hwf.e;el doesn '! follow 1he 
com·epl appro,•ed hy 1he Sllid£'111 
Smale. Swr_r, page 2. 
The 18 to 15 vote came after 
more than two hours of vigorous 
debate among senators and the 24 
students who attended to support 
the Center's concept. 
Women ·s Center members 
presented the senate with J05 
signatures on a petition supporting 
the Center's concept and budget. 
760 signatures were previously 
collected form UNH students and 
presented at last week's meeting. 
Senator Karen Johnson 
challenged the validity of the 
signatures. claiming that many 
signers of the petition were ill-
informed. Johnson attended two 
presentations that the Women's 
Center gave during-their drive to 
gather signatures. 
Johnson said the Women's 
Center members led students to 
believe that the Student Senate 
was trying to kill ' the Women's 
·Center. Rescinding their concept 
(and thus their SAFC membership) 
would not eliminate the Center as a 
student organization. she said. 
"The Women's Center's 
presentations were one-sided. 
When the other side of the coin was 
presented. a total of three 
signatures were received." 
Johnson said. 
Di~cussion at Sunday's meeting. 
described by one observer as 
"hectic boredom." ranged over a 
wide variety of issues and often 
stalled in questions of 
Parliamentary procedure. 
Debate focused on five 
questions: 
WOMEN, page 16 
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Candidates must be at least 
second semester sophomores. full 
time undergraduate students and 
submit a 50 signature petition 
supporting them. 
Area · II dorms could go co-ed 
"The student trustee is speaking 
for the students and makes the 
Board of Trustees aware of the 
student perspective and student 
problems." candidate Steve 
McCann said. 
Running for the position arc Jon 
Cohen. Mike Jacques. Steve 
McCann. Judy Haig. Larry 
Lesieur and Peter Stone. 
"The Board is concerned that 
the election is conducted properly 
and that there is student 
participation. The problem in the 
past is that so few students have 
\ oted." chairman of the Board of 
Trustees Richard Morse said . 
A candidate will win when thev 
get 5W; oft he st udcnt body\ otc. if 
one candidate docs not obtain a 
By Cindy Gormley 
Residential l.ik is considering 
making all the upper and lower 
quad dorms co-ed. 
This fall. Residential Life will 
look into the possibility of turning 
single-sex dorms Dc\inc. 
Hit~hcock. Engkhardt. and 
H untcr into co-cd ~units. according 
to Scott Chcsnn·. assistan~t 
director of Residential 1.ik. 
The earliest these changes could 
occur is fall 1983. he s,; id . In 
ordrr to learn what stutknts 
consider the benefits and 
d isa(h antagcs of Arca 11 becoming 
co-cd. Residential 1.ik will do ?1 
sun CY . Student-. in !-.ingle-sc.\ 
dorm~ that could he allcctctl in the 
change will hL' polled . 
Although the quad would 
hccomc entirely co-cd. students 
who wish to lin: in single-sc.\ unit-. 
can still choose rro~n the fi\c 
kmalc dorms and three male 
dorms or Arca I. 
When residents of a hall ha\c 
certain traditions . thc,··rc rl'luctant 
to change. Chesney si1id. 
"Ma;1y uppci·classmcn of 
Engelhardt enjoy their pri\acy ... 
said Scott EHand. Engelhardt hall 
director. "'But the r,~cshmcn arc 
ecstatic ahout h:.l\ing women in the 
hall."' 
Chcsncv san he bl'licvcs co-cd 
dorms ha,1: a "Healthier .. 
c n, i r l l nm c n t I h,c n sing I c- s c x 
dorms . 
"'Co-cd isn"t l1L'LTssarih qui1..·tcr. 
hut it puts students into more 
bclic,ahle interactions with each 
othcr."hcsaid . 
Senior .lim Allen. resident 
assistant at Randall ( Co-cd) said. 
.. It gi,cs people a better exposure 
to C\crnla,· situations in lik . You 
kno,,. ·mci1 and women dealing 
\\ ith each other. ·· ~ 
·•single-sex dorms arc a false 
Ii, ing \rnrld. because there\ no 
influ~ncc of the opposite· sex." he 
added. 
Male dorms ha,c nwrc damage 
than female dorms. according to 
Chesney. "Fighty rnccnt of 
discipline cases arc written up on 
men . Men act better aroi.111d 
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NEWS IN BRIEF 
IIITERIIATIOftAL 
Four hijackers surrender 
ST ANSTED. England - After seizing an Air lanzania airplane. 
four hijackers surrendered Sunday and released their 82 hostages. 
Prime minister Margaret Thatcher warned the hijackers yesterday 
not to come to Britain because they would not be permitted to leave. 
Tanzania is a member of the British commonwealth. 
The four hjjackcrs. foes of Tanzanian President Julius Nyerc. gave 
themselves up after being persuaded by another foe of Nyere's. 
exiled former Foreign Prime Minister Oscar Kambona that British 
justice would treat them fairly. 
Jaruzelski visits Moscow 
MOSCOW- A Western diplomat predicts that Gen. Wojciech 
Jaruzelski will ask for aid to keep Poland under martial law when he 
reports to Moscow on the military crackdowp that silenced the 
Solidarity movements. 
Soviet President Leonid Brazhnev welcomed .laruzclski yesterday 
for his first visit to the Soviet capital since marital law was imposed 
Dec. 13. 
The diplomat said that his official and unofficial Soviet contacts 
were complaining about the strain of supporting the troubled 
country. 
NATIONAL 
Williams found guilty 
ATLANTA- After deliberating for twelve hours. a superior 
court found Wayne Williams guiity of the murder of two young 
black men Saturday night. 
Judge Clarence Cooper sentenced Williams to two consecutive life 
terms in prison. Williams will be eligible for parole in seven years 
under Georgia law. 
Williams' lawyer said Williams hopes the investigation into the 
other 27 Atlanta murders will continue so he can be cleared of his 
two convictions. Both Williams' lawyer and mother said the 
evidence against Williams. essentially a thimbleful of textile fibers. 
was unfair and circumstantial. 
LOCAL 
Forestry student wins $1,000 
David A. Stevens. a forestry senior at the Thompson School of 
Applied Science. has won $1.000 for his scholarship and creativity in 
the field of U.S. Forest Resource Policy. 
The annual competition is off~red by the Northeastern Loggers' 
Association. Inc. which represents diverse forest industries such as 
logging. sawmilling. and other wood products related industry. 
Students arc nominated by school faculties and the awards arc 
based on scholastic and work experience. personality. and to a great 
degree on the basis of an illustrated essay on the topic. "America: 
Wood Supplier to the World or Another Resource Crisis'!" 
UNH tennis awarded $4,000 
DURHAM--The Volvo International Tennis Tournament and 
Ne11 ·s11·eek maga,ine have jointly awarded lJ NH $4.000 in support 
of the lJ NH tennis program. 
The gift will be used to support men's an9 women's tennis 
programs. including some scholarship aid. 
Gauthier wins VIP Award 
DUR HAM--Arthur Gauthier or Rochester recent I\' received the 
YIP Award for 1981 from the facilit-ies services di\is-ion or UNH. 
Gauthier. now retired. was supen is<H or the cmtodian and 
maintenance workers or some residence halls at lJ I\ H and had 
worked at lJ NH for ten years. 
The award. which contains a wide, ariet,· or f.!ifts. was contributed 
by lJ ni\ ersity and state organin1f'ions. · ~ 
Weather 
Today will be sunny cold with highs in the mid-20\ according to 
the National Weather Sen ice in • Concord. ·1 onif.!ht will be clear 
with lov. s around 1ero. " 
Wedncsda,· will be sunn\' and cold with hil.!hs in the 20\ and 
there\ a slight chance pf sn.ow tomorrow night 
Budget change surprises Senate 
By David P. Foster 
The Women's Center proposed 
budget "just does not follow" the 
concept approved by the Senate on 
Sunday. said Speaker of the 
Senate Jon Cohen. 
$4.300 budgeted for films. 
speakers, and concerts is not 
allowed by. the Women's Center's 
concept, Cohen told a surprised 
Senate minutes after they had 
voted to keep the Center's concept. 
Changes made to the concept at 
a Dec. 13 Senate meeting, when the 
Women's Center was first 
approved as a SAFC member, 
deleted any provisions for films. 
speakers. and concerts in the 
Center's budget, Cohen said. 
The original concept read in 
part: "The Women's Center. .. 
provides lectures, films, and 
workshops that focus on feminist 
arid humanist issues. 
This was changed to: "The 
Women's Center. .. provides 
educational workshops and 
forums that focus on f cminist and 
humanist issues." 
Because of these changes, "there 
is technically no way in the world 
that there should be film, speaker 
or concert line items in the 
Women's Center's budget," Cohen 
said. 
The Senate was to have voted on 
the Women's Center's budget 
Sunday night, but after some 
confusion and huddled confer-
ences about Parliamentary 
proccd ure, t'he budget was tabled 
until next Sunday. 
Women's Center staff member 
Janet Jacobson was dismayed at 
Cohen's action. 
"It's just a matterofsemahtics," 
she said. "We use the word 'forum' 
as a general term. We have to have 
speeches, concerts and films to get 
our message across." 
Cohen said he thought it was 
more than semantics at stake. The 
rationale for changing the 
Women's Center's concept was to 
avoid duplicating the services of 
other organizations like SCOPE 
or M USO, Cohen said. 
"Since then, it has been twisted 
around to include these things 
(concerts, films and speeches) 
again," Cohen said. 
Women's Center representatives 
were caught off guard by C9hen's 
revelation at Sunday's meet1_:1g. 
"You would think that any-
discrepancy in the concept would 
come up during discussion on the 
concept, not during discussion on 
the budget," Jacobson said after 
the meeting. ' 
There arc two choices left to the 
Student Senate next Sunday night, 
when they will attempt to rectify 
the conflict:ing budget and 
concept. 
Next Sunday. the Senate may 
amend either the concept or the 
budget of the Women's Center, in 
order to rectify the conflict. 
Student Body President Sarah 
Jane Horton announced at 
Sunday's meeting that she intends 
to amend the Women's Center 
concept next Sunday. 
Jacobson would rather see the 
Center's budget changed. 
"We might put 'forums' instead 
of concerts, speeches, and films on 
the budget. We'd still have to apply 
to SAFC each time we put on a 
program," .Jacobson said. 
Senator Kathy Jarvinen, also a 
Women's Center member, thinks 
the Center's budget will be 
decreased at next Sunday's 
meeting. 
"The people who didn't want it 
to go through are now looking for 
another way to cut the budget," 
Jarvinen said. 
Eckankar explores the soul 
By M.L. Sleep 
If you want to explore the 
depths of your soul, you might be 
interested in Eckankar. Several 
UN H students are organizing 
discussion groups here on campus. 
According to Judy Burton, a 
former liberal arts student who is 
involved in arranging these 
meetings, "Eckankar is a way of 
life. It is something that 
incorporates your whole life. It 
stresses individuality. It is not a 
group oriented path." 
Burton also said,"'lntro talks are 
held periodically, its not quite yet 
on a regular basis. So far. they 
have been small groups, which is 
fine. Discussion is generated, 
People are interested. We'd like to 
start a monthly discussion group 
here at UNH just for people who 
would like to find out more about 
Eckankar." 
Although it is not group 
oriented, Burton said.there are 
group meetings for discussion of 
books and related topics. A person 
pursues · specific goals through 
their own experiences." 
Burton and a graduate student 
(who wished to remain unnamed) 
stressed that Ekankar was not _a 
cult belief. The graduate student 
said, 'Tm working towards a 
personal experience of truth. f 
don't want to be dictated by the 
beliefs of a cult leader. I'm working 
towards my own set of beliefs, not 
adhering to the dogmatic 
principles that a cult attempts to 
propigate. I've been invloved since 
about 1976. I attended an intro 
lecture. I'd been looking for 
answers to questions and this is 
why I'd like to have other intro 
lectures available." 
She added "We are just a group 
of individuals interested in sharing 
with other individuals what we feel 
strongly about. If people are 
interested they can come. It's 
strictly their decision. We are 
working towards not having other 
people determine our lives. There 
isn't anything like recruiting or 
other tt1ctics. We are more 
interested in people asking 
themselves questions such as 
'What meaning are they making 
out of their lives?' " 
As an Eckist, I'm trying to get 
my own understanding of truth. 
There are no dogmas and no 
rituals . We arc taking greater 
control of our source of 
consciousness. We arc beginning 
to free ourselves from a limited 
state of consciousness." said the 
graduate student. 
Burton added, "We have 
physical, emotional, and mental 
characteristics that we tune into 
daily. There is something beyond 
that. It is growing to that self 
realization of what I am as sole." 
"We begin to ask ourselves 
questions," the graduate student 
added. "What am I doing here'? 
What is my purpose'? As we ask 
ourselves these questions it's 
( Eckankar) a commitment to 
answering these questions. I'm 
using all my experiences to get a 
greater understanding and 
harmony with the force within 
myself." 
By havmg these meetings. the 
graduate student said, "We share 
our own perspective. We let them 
know what is available. We make 
this life (style) known to those who 
arc-interested in it. There are books 
available. One I recommend is 
•The Key to Secret Worlds tby Paul 
Twitchell. The Rathfinder 
( Bookstore) in · Portsmouth and 
Paperback lk>ol<smith have this 
and other books." 
Hamilton dies from poisoning 
By Julie Grasso Durham's unofficial town pct for · Hamilton had eaten very little for 
Hamilton the Swan's autopsy the past 15 years . two days before his death, the level 
results show that Hamilton died of Hamilton, a resident of Mill of lead found in sand and mud 
lead poisoning. Pond for 15 summers. was found from his organs was abnormally 
Dr. Richard Strout. an animal dead Feb. I on the Salt Water high. 
science professor here at UN H, pond in Portsmouth where he Meanwhile, plans are under way 
said that there was an abnormally stayed during the winter. for a new male swan to be brought 
high level of lead in the stomach Dr. Strout said a toxicology from Connecticut to comfort 
and giuard of Hamil~ report showed that although Hamilton's daughter and mate, 
.-------------------------------. Agatha. 
Joan Jett declines an 
of£ er to per£ orin at UNH 
By Dan Heal)' 
Despite a serious bid by the 
Student Committe on Popular 
Entertainment (SCOPE) to get 
Joan Jett and the Blackhearts to 
play at Ul'\ H this spring. the band 
has decided not to come. 
According to SCOPE president 
Da\'C Carle. Joan Jett is no longer 
touring singly but rather as a back 
up to The Police. The Go-Go's had 
previously been backing The 
Police but left to make their second 
album . 
Carle said the ·primary reason 
that .loan Jett replaced the Go-
Go's as the back-up band for the 
Police is beause they'all belong to 
the same agency. It is common 
practice for bands of the same 
_agency to tour together. he said. 
Obtaining funds from the 
Student /\cti\'it,· Fee Council 
(SAJ-T) could :i1so have been 
difficult because man\' members 
said they were not famiiiar wirh the 
band. Carle said. 
Carle told SAFC on Feb. 16 
that SCOPE was working on final 
arrangements with the bands agent 
but no final proposal could be met. 
Joan Jett\ latest album entitled 
"I l.o\e Rock and Roll" is 
curn:ntlv number 
billboard charts. 
nine on the 
According to Dave Olson. a 
UN H professor of the Institute of 
·Natural and Environmental 
Resources, he and a friend. Walter 
Sturgeon, known as the "bird man 
of Lee" have a mutual friend in 
Connecticut who raises inexpens-
ive mute swans. 
Olson said he and Sturgeon will 
travel down to Connecticut and 
bring the swan, a donation from 
his friend. back to Durham 
because "everybody in Durham 
loves the swans." 
Agatha is reported to have 
started her migration back to 
Durham and is within two miles of 
Mill Pond. 
Extreme concentration of lead 
found in Hamilton\ organs could 
cause paralysis of the intestine and 




By Cindy Conley 
Public Safety Director David A. 
Flanders has ordered officers to 
enforce regulations regarding 
handicapped and fire lane parking. 
"We have . been enforcing fire 
and handicapped area regulations 
all along. but violations on the 
UNH campus has become a real· 
problem," says Flanders. 
"We arc finding handicapped 
spaces occupied by persons who do 
not have a handicap. These people 
arc either grossly inconsiderate. or 
ignorant to the problems of the 
handicapped," says Flanders. 
"We can't always know whether 
or . not a person parked in a 
handicapp.ed space is handicapped 
but we've made 'observations. 
particularly in the Thompson Hall 
and Paul Arts areas that people in 
these parking areas arc not always 
handicapped." he says. 
According to Flanders, persons 
parking in fire lanes will be given 
traffic violation tickets which carry 
a $10 fine. and vchjclcs may be 
towed at a charge of $25 and up. 
Illegal parking in a · handicapped 
space also carries a $10 fine plus 
the towing charge. 
"There is no quota system for 
writing a certain number of tickets. 
The main thing is just to get the car 
moved." says Flanders. 
"The inconvenience of persons 
having to pay parking fines. and 
going to wrecker services to pick 
up towed \ ·chicles should be a 
sufficient deterrent." says 
Flanders. 
"Our main objective now is just 
to raise people's cons~iousncss ~111d 
to promote a spirit of cooper:· · ion 
in the communitv. Our most _cent 
concern has grown th rough 
apparent disregard of the laws." he 
said. 
Main problem areas arc the 
dorms. the Memorial Union 
FIN ES, page 5 
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Jack White performed · his trick shots in the MU 8 games room 
yesterday. ( Henri Barber photo) 
A pool hustler who 
keeps no secrets 
By Bingo Pitts such people as _the Queen ot 
"The Queen of England liked England, the former Shah of Iran. 
this shot," he said as he hit the cue and Presidents Lyndon Johnson 
ball into the paper bag lvin_g on the and Richard Nixon. 
table. I he cue ball rolled ·into White started both his informal 
the bag flipped it over. rolled out shows by challenging any "sucker" 
the other side, knocking the eight in the audience to take him on, 
ball into the corner pocket, wagering that he would give the 
Jack White, an internationally winner a snowmobile. a twenty 
renowned pocket billiards player speed bike. or a trip to St. Moritz if 
performed this shot and many the challenger beat him. 
others when- he performed in the Although he did sufficiently 
Games Roo'"!l of the _MU B humiliate most of his competition. 
yesterday. White appeared 111 t~e White did receive some opposition 
MU~ for two shows demo~strat_mg_ from the pool sharks of the Games 
the fmesse that he has acqu_1red m Room. White had to play a seven 
43 year~ o~ play, and takmg all game match against one student to 
comers m eight ball. . determine _ who would be the 
White has played exhibitions for_ POOL, pag_e 15 
Ren-,vations wanted 
for dairy facilities 
By Gerald Duffy 
UN H dairy facilities will provide 
more up-to-date training fo~ 
students if funds are raised for a 
proposed renovation program. 
according to Thomas Fairchild, 
chairman of the animal sciences 
department. 
Present facilities are outmoded. 
Fairchild said. For example. the 
, milking parlor is one of the oldest 
in the state and was built sometime 
in the 1930's. he said. 
"Students will see things the way 
they should be done." Fairchild 
said. "Presently we have to take 
them somewhere else (off campus) 
to show them (modern facilities)_." 
The renovations. including a 
new nutrition laboratory. a drive-
through barn for cow and heifer 
research. feed storage facilities. 
and modernization of the milking 
parlor. will cost about $700,000. 
"We will be better able to 
provide research support and 
extension services to the state's 
dairy and cattle ind us try," 
Fairchild said. , 
The industry is being asked to 
fund the renovations as part of 
UNH's three-year "Campaign for 
Distinction. "This campaign is 
raising private money for selected 
endowments and physical 
facilities. · 
"With this f undraising drive, 
we're simply asking the industry to 
invest in its own future" Fairchild 
said. Volunteer leaders from the. 
industry are working with UNH 
staff (including Fairchild) to 
organize the drive and approach 
the farmers. 
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Messy dining halls 
ar~ constant p~ohlem 
By Rohm Carey freshman Mark Towle. 
UN H dining facilities arc faced Many supervisors and workers 
with a constant problem of litter of the dining facilities said they feel 
and food mess, and many who students leave the mess because 
work and dmc there tecl the they arc unconcerned of its 
situation will probably never appearance. 
change. Van Voorcn said the mood of 
' Napkin covered floors. tahlcs the students also has a direct 
cluttered with dirty trays and food relation to how clean the dining 
on the floors arc among the most halls arc left. 
common occuranccs · of litter. "Dropping food adds to the 
according to several dining problem around the salad bar 
supervisors and workers. where congestion among students 
"Students wouldn't do this at trying to find tables occurs. The 
home. ·bLit have no respect for the hall tries to allow for space but 
am1ng halls. As long as they arc there's a lot of students.said 
clean when they want to cat the Priscilla Caudill. manager ot the 
students don't care who cleans UNH dining halls. 
them (the dining halls) or how long "Too many paper goods used in 
it takes." said Mary Anna Barratt. the dining halls increases the 
senior scheduling supervisor of amount of litter." sa-id junior M ikc 
Stillings. Jordan. and Alexander resident. 
Ice cream cones on the wall. 
mass mixtures of leftover food. 
and food designs on trays arc 
examples of litter and mess that 
continually happen. a number of 
students said. 
Jordan. however. says the problem 
has decreased. He has been eating 
at H uddlcston for six semesters. 
Other dining hall users such as 
sophomore Tara Gridley. say the 
mess is caused by "laz-iness and , 
apathy." 
Bends treatment center to open 
"Dclihcrate messes are the worst 
ones - stuff_'ing as many paper 
goods as possible into a glass of 
milk." said Paul van Voorcn. 
student supervisor of Stillings. 
To help ·prevent messes. dining 
attendants watch for any students 
who might cause problems. 
No set rules. punishment or fines 
arc imposed but attendants who 
see violations "go over and say to 
pick it up." Lisa Nichols. a clerk at 
Huddleston, says. 
By Maggie McKowen 
An emergency bends treatment 
center for cast coast divers will he 
opened at UNH this June. 
according to head of the lJ nivcrsity 
Diving Education Program Dr. 
Alan Waterfield. 
The eight ton chamhcr. valued 
at $300.000. will be pressurized in 
six weeks and should he rcadv for 
use by late May or June. Livoic 
said. 
- "When we rcali1cd that the 
·nearest facilitv was in New 
London. Conn.: we knew we had a 
prohlcm." Lavoie said . "It wasn't 
proper for lJ NH and the region to 
be involved in diving without 
safety hackup." 
"The Portsmouth Na n1 I 
Shipyard · had a chamhcr hut when 
the hospital was relocated at 
Pease. they lost the di, ing medical 
office," Lavoie said. "They had a 
chamber hut no physicians." 
The chamhcr will he stored in 
Putnam Hall. where it is now. for 
the next three ,·cars. 
"It will he st.orcd there until we 
can huild- a major facilitv for it." 
Waterfield said: · 
"Hopefully we will get a 
building. It should he a----minimum 
prohlcm. if we pro,·idc a life sa,·ing 
service at the university." Lanlic 
Divers usually suffer dccomprcs'--
sion sickness from staying down in' 
the water too long. treatment 
center co-director Paul Lavoie 
said. · 
"It effects the ncn ous s,·stein and 
can caust· paralysis." Waterfield 
said. "The pain continues to get 
worse quickly. once it starts. so 
there's a need to ha,c a place here." 
, "There is no suhstitutc for 
hypcrharic ( pressure) treatment." 
said Marine Program Editor 
Frank Smith. 
The plan according to l.moie is 
to offer 24 hour. 365 days a year 
treatment. 
"We _ ha,·c to set up a 24 hour 
watch and have a doctor on call 
hut it's important to us and 10.000 
sport divers. We will he the onl\' 
support for them." Waterfield 
said. 
"The onlv reason wh\' we're in 
this husincss is hecausc nohod\' 
· else is doing it." Waterfield added. 
The UN H chamher will have 
three primary t1scs-emcrgency. 
training and research. 
"We anticipate ten emergency 
cases a year. of those. perhaps two 
will he a case of life and death." 
Waterfield said. 
The treatment could last two to 
three hours. or up to a 38 hour 
period. This extended period is 
used only for critically injured 
di,ers. l.a,oic said. · 
"We ha,e to train physicians 
and emergency room people along 
the seacoast. and teach them how 
to identifv di,·inl! accidents " 
Lavoie said. ... · · 
Dr. Wieting. an internist at 
Portsmouth Hospital. will he the 
center's medical area coordinator. 
Lavoie said. Dr. Wieting is also a 
di,er. -
lJ NH got the chamhcr from the 
fc~_cral gmernment general supply 
0111cc. It was surplus equipment 
from the Veteran's Hospital in 
Buffalo. New York. Waterfield 
BENDS, page 4 
"Littering in Stillings Hall isn't 
as much a problem as people 
pouring milk and other beverages 
_ into the salt shakers making them 
unusable. The students (that do 
this) think they're funny." said 
Nichols said problems are . 
caused by only a minority of the 
_ students. 
UNH's Department of_Civil Engineering held catapult contests Friday afternoon. (Tim Skeer photo) 
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( co_ntinued from page 1) 
women: they c\'cn tone their 
language doi·n. ·· Chesney s~1id. 
"I don"t agree with single-sex 
li\'ing for men. They usually try to 
g,~in acceptance with each other 
through destruction. But these 
means aren't acceptable when 
women arc around ." Allen said. 
Junior Jan Freeman. resident of 
De, inc said men arc also the main 
cause of damage in female dorms. 
They rip phones off the walls. steal 
fire cxtingushcrs. and throw 
garbage on hall floors. she said. 
"The guys will still ruin as much 
stuff in a co-cd dorm. It'll just 
spread out the cost. so thc.all-n1ale 
dorms don't ha\'c to pay so much 
for damages." Freeman said . 
Jay Kelly. Hunter hall director 
said not all men arc dcstructi,·c. 
"Only about 10 out of 130 guys in 
this hall arc causing damage." he 
said. 
Junior Syler 1.ongackcr. 
resident of Dc\'inc said if a person 
doesn't belong to a certain dorm. 
he or she tends to he more 
dcstructi\'c. "You notice strange 
men in a women's dorm. hut in co-
ed. you·rc not sure which g11ys 
belong there." 
Chcsnc,· said he thinks females 
arc more· satisfied in single-sex 
dorms than males and that some of 
it is due to their parent's influence. 
"Parents assume that the.re\ a 
lot more sex going on · in co-cd • 
, 
A C . Pit TEL 868-2280 ""'1111 
1: ARE . ARMACY 
~INC. 51•53 MAIN ST. . DURHAM; N. H. 
More Than 
Just a Pharmacy! 
Contact Lens Care Products 
Acne Preparations 
Family Planning Products 
Cosmetics & Greeting Cards 
Gifts & Reynolds Yarn 
Russell Stover Candy 
We will also special order anything we 
don't stock .. ..... ' 
dorms. \'Ct there's no difference in 
reported sexual intercourse 
hctwccn co-cd and singk-scx 
units." he said. 
Allen said co-cd li\'ing doesn't 
encourage sex any more than 
single-sex dorms do. "Quite the 
opposite." he said. "Exposure to 
the opposite sex mat urcs a 
person." 
Statistics show less formal 
dating in co-cd dorms hccausc 
student interact more often on a 
relaxed basis. Chesney said . 
"Y <HI get to know gtiys as friends 
in co-cd dorms: there's more 
comfortahle relationships hct ween 
people." Senior Nancy Saul. 
former rc.;idcnt (lf Congrew said. 
Sometimes co-cd li,·ing is scrn to 
lad prinu.:y, hut Chesney said 
"Females arc more comfortable 
being seen as they really arc. in 
robes and towels around their 
heads. than as what they're 
supposed to he. · 
"I sec a lot more girls walking 
around in night-gowns in single-sex 
dorms. hut co-cd is better because 
it's more like .i hrothcr, sister 
atmosphere at home." said senior 
Joy Boring. resident assistant at 
Randall. 
Kcllv's views were the same. 
"Co-cd living is similar to a hig 
famil\'. where the sexes learn to 
respect each other." he said. , 
-
The Night Grill 
. 
the MUB Cafeteria has Ill 
, 
E-K-P-A-ft-D-E-D· 
its services to include: 
The MUB PUB 
and 
Sandwich Line 
Open Monday - Thursday 
4pm - 8prn· 
I 
- -- .., __ _ _ - . - ~ 




I 1'1111 can be a slttdont·•ailor for a co//ef' 
~ semester aboard the 95-foot U.S. Coast 
Guard inspected SCHOONER HARVEY 
GAMAGE. From New England to the Carib-
bean, the sea is your field laboratory in a 
Fn'day _ Satu~day 3·.00 p.m.-8:00 a.m. practical and intensire educational ad• ..1.. · renture. SEA QUARTER is sponsored by 
Northeastern Unirersity and courses 
2 2 9 3 
taught by faculty members. You will earn 
8 I 2 Ss full credits in sciences and humanities .1 - 8§ and the credits may be transferred. For curriculum, cost and schedule, write or I 
telephone-
§ DiRIGO CRUISES 8 s Jk " 39Watersidelane, Clinton, CT06413 § " Qtneone to ta to Tolephone:(203)669-7068 
1..~...,._,...,.._,...,....,....,.._,.._,..,,..o--~.....occr_,....r..,....o-..r..o-.r~..r✓-7""..0-_,...,ccr_.c,-.,r..,..-.o"'"..r~...coc---~.J L-------------' 
MUSO FILM SERIES 
You can get it 
If you really want it 
is the underlying theme in 
the gutsy film-
The Harder They Come 
Thursday, 4th 
Strafford Room, MUB 
7 & 9:30 pm 
$1 .00 at door or movie pass 
~BENDS-
( continued from page 3) 
said. 
Professor Nevin. from the 
psychology department. applied 
for it on a National Science 
Foundation Grant and will · be 
using it for behavioral psychology 
research. Waterfield said. 
"We will do research with 
animals or human hcings." Lavoie 
said. "The research will show how 
pressure effects mcniory and 
exercise." 
Waterfield said the chamhcr will 
primarily be used by faculty and 
students. 
"I doubt that there will be a 
project witho' ut student 
involvement." Waterfield said. 
Funding for the treatment 
center was donated by the 
Ingersoll Rand Company. 
Dreyfuss Foundation. Norman-
deau Association and National 
Oceanic Atmospheric Administra-
tion ( NOAA). 
"The Dreyfuss Foundation 
supplied us with over $12.000 to 
install hardware. plumhing and 
emergency medical supplies." 
Waterfield said. 
The Normandeau Association. a 
di,·ing company. helped with 
rnrious costs and NOAA donated 
money to transport the chamber to 
New Hampshire. 
"That one time you need it-it's 
worth it." Waterfield said. 





EARLY BIRD SPECIAL 
l·~ii-(i 1'sCR(ig~-f1x5 Special $249 
Win~bor AM3 Reg. SD5 Special $259, 
Stop Hy And Tc~t Ride Any Hike 
I-rec Spec~ On /\ny Hike 
Tune-up~ ·Reg. S25 Now $18 
()ycrhaub Rel!. Sol Now $39 
Durham Bike 
.Jenkins Ct.. Durham 
Mon .-Thurs. Noon to 5 
Fri and Sat. 10-2 
YOUNG'S 
This Week's Special · 
Small Juice 
2 Waffles 
Butter & Syrup 
Tea or Coffee $1.39 
epecial 8:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m. 
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< continued from-page I) · 
co u rs cs w h i ch j· i 11 g e n c ra I 
education rc4uircmcnts. . 
Some University instructors 
make their courses easy to attract 
students. Sitkoff said. adding that 
each department has at least one 
.. gut course." . 
.. Nobody knows what goes on m 
these different courses:· he said. 
•• Academic freedom was never 
meant to be a cover for 
incompetency._~· . 
But he said a .. decent number ol 
courses" currently taught at UN H 
would fit into one of the new 
specific groups with .. no or slight 
changes.·· 
U nivcrsity President Evelyn 
Handler has strongly backed the 
committee recommendation. 
The new rc4uircmcnts would 
expand the range of courses that 
students arc rc4uircd to take. 
Students would still have to take 
the same nt1mber of courses to 
meet the rc4uircmcnts. · 
Sitkoff said ignorance of foreign 
culture.~ is a .. large part of UN H 
students." and that a number of 
public issues today rc4uircs 
knowledge about science. 
He said most UN H students 
graduate without reading 
Shakespeare. Marx. or Freud. or 
having heard a symphony. 
All of these things. Sitkoff said. 
.. arc very important and 
indcspcnsablc." 
The meetings today and 
Thursday will meet in McConnell 
208. 
-FINES-
(continued from page 3) 
Building. the Field House. and the 
Mini-dorms ... Blatant , ·iolation of 
parking regulations in these areas 
cannot be tolerated . ., savs 
Flanders. · 
.. We arc trying to educate the 
community _before a dangerous 
situation gets out of hand. This is 
not acceptable behavior. for many 
safety reasons.·· he said. 
---CENTER---
( continued from page 3) 
Improvements will start this 
summer with the milking parlor. 
Milk weights ofthc40-strongdairy 
herd arc now measured manually. 
Modernized c4uipmcnt will allow 
the milk weights of individual cows 
to he recorded automaticallv. 
Fairchild said. · · 
If approved. construction will 
start in l98J and be phased in over 
two years. bringing the entire dairy 
center to one location. It is 
presently split between the Mast 
road facility and an area behind 
the Poultry plant near College 
Woods. 
Fairchild said the new single 
location would make research 
easier and increase the overall 
efficiency of the dairy center. by 
allowing work on small treatment 
groups of animals. 
The proposed building will 
expand the existing Mast Road 
location. In the drawing the white 
structures arc existing buildings: 
the dark-colored structures arc 
proposed new buildings. 
American Cancer Society 




with light blue, pink, 
and lilac sleeves 
only $6. 95 
1:-ouise's Sports Shop 
Durham Shopping Center 868-5141 I 
Are you thinking of 01oving off ca01pus? 
_• Is living off campus cheaper 
· than living in a dorm? 
• Am I signing a way my life 
~ when I sign a lease? 
~ 
•Can I move off campus if I 
don't have a ·car? 
Answers to these questions arid other pertinent 
information on off-campus living will be 
available from: 
March 8-10: information tables staffed by commuter students 
will be set up during dinner hours at Huddleston, Philbrook, 
and Stillings. 
March 22-24: A seminar series "How To Move Off Campus" 
conducted by commuter representatives will be presented 
at the following resident halls. 
Art'a I March22 i-9p.m. '.\lcLaughlln Lounge 
Area II March23 i-9p.m. De,·lnt>Lounge 
Area Ill March 2-1 i-9 p.m. Williamson Lounge 
TIiis prep-am Is 1pan1and by tlle Ce111mllffl'/Tra..rer Center,• braaeh el tile 
Dea• el stlldnt1 Office. Offitt Hoan: Moaday• Tllandlly II a.m.-7 p.m .• Frluy 
8a . .i.-a:3tp.M .. Roent 131, Memorial lJalea Bulldlag. Telep.oadlZ•Zl31, 
CALENDAR 
Tl. ESIH Y. :\hm·h 2 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Renaissance Humanism. 
Donald Wilcox. History. Room 127. Hamilton Smith. 11: 10 a.m.-
12:J0 p .m . 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Northeastern. Snively Arena. 7 p.m . 
Admission: rcser\'ed $5: general $J.50. Tickets not sold in advance. 
For additional information. call 862-185.3 . . 
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Film: .. Willmar Eight." 
Senate-Merrimack Room. Memorial Union. 12:10 p.m. 
FRENCH LECTURE / FILM SERIES: .. Bonjour Amour." 
English subtitles. Room 110. ·Murk land. 7 p.m. Ad~ission: $1. to be 
. paid at the door. 
MEN'S VOLLEY BALL: vs . Dartmouth. Sponsored by 
Recreational Sports. Field House. 7 p.m. 
TH 1 · HSIH l. '.\lnr<·h I 
BROWN BAG IT AT THE. GALLERIES: Gary Samson. UNH 
cinematographer from Media Services. will give a presentation on 
filmmaking. Sponsored by Gallery Docents. University Art 
Galleries. Paul Creative Arts Center. 12 noon-I p.m. 
ART TALK: .. Frederick Sommer. .John Pfahl. and Danny Lyon." 
Peter Moriarity will discuss the development of his aesthetics in 
photography. Talk is in conjunction with Peter Mor;iarity's 
photography exhibition in Hewitt Hall. Sponsored by Art 
Department. Room A20 I. Paul Crcati\'e Arts Center. 12:J0-2 p.m. , 
MUSO FILM: .. The Harder They Come." Strafford Room. 
Memorial Uriion. 7 and 9:J0 p.m. Admission: $ I or season film pass . 
MU B PUB: Stompers with special guest The Trademarks. 
Sponsored by M USO. 8 p.m. Admission: students $J.50: non-
students $4.50 . UNH ID, proof of age re4uired. 
UNH SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT: Nicholas Ornvich. 
director. .Johnson Theater. 8 p.m 
FHIU .. \ l. \lar«·h :i 
I.IFE SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE CAREER DAY: Talk to 
employers a bout job opportuitics in various fields of life science and 
agriculture. Panel of representatives. 9:J0-12 noon: rcprcscntati,cs 
wil he Hailable to speak to students on an individual basis. I :J0-4 
p.m . Sponsored by Alpha Zeta Honorary Fraternity. Strafford 
Room. Memorial Union. 
A TASTE OF TALENT: Holly Durniak . Sponsored by The 
Association for Student Talent & Entertainment (T.A .S.T. E). 
Cafeteria. Memorial Union. 12 noon-2 p.m. 
GOURMET DINNER I: An Evening in Monte Carlo. Sponsored' 
bv Hotel Administration . Granite State Room. Memorial Union. 
l{cccption at 6:J0 p.m. and dinner at 7:J0 p.m. Tickets:$ 1.3. on sale 
at Memorial Union Ticket Office. 862-2290. 
SPRING FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: UNH Professors of 
Political Science Bernard Gordon and George Romoser will discuss 
"American Foreign Policy and International Disarray." Sponsored 
hy Speakers Bureau. Di, ision of Continuing Education. and New 
England Center. Hcrkshirc Room. New England Center. 8 p .m . 
SENIOR RECITAL: Pam Putnam. horn . Hratton Recital Hall. 
Paul Crcati,c Arts Center. X p.m. . 
MU H N ICi HT: l.i,c "Airband" compctition--D.I. plus the 
'.' Roomatc Game ... W.C. Fields mm ic shorts: 2 for I in the Games 
Room: Contradttncc \\orkshop . Sponsored by Student Acti,iti'cs 
Office. Ml lH Puh . X-1 U0 p.m. Admission: 50<. . Ul\H ID pro~)fof 
age required. 
1 •,; •1/,.I: f :.·.-·: 
" J ' , ••. 
,f~1l!jJl. 
.. _ . 
..... _,:-.. . 
. ... ~ -~ · .. 
Uppercut, Inc. 
Durham Shopping Plaza 
868-7363 
···.- ·-. _,.· 
Before we even touch your hair, 
we'll talk about how it should look. 
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IIOTICES 
.-\C\l)E:\IIC 
TUTORIMi I-OR 11\TRODl!CIORY FCOl\OMICS 
COU RSFS: Sponsored hy Omicron Delta Epsilon . 
E,en· Mondm· and Wednesda,·. Room 20X. Whittemore 
Scht;ol. 2-4 p~m. · 
l!I\H-C/\MHRIDGE SUMMER PROGR/\M OPFI\ 
HOUSE: I-or students interested in the 19X2 summer 
program. Guests will include alumni and faculty of past 
summer at Camhridge Uni,ersity who will meet 
prospectiYe students . Slides. Wednesday. March J. Elliot 
/\lumni Center. 7-IO p.m . 
C\HEl-:H 
EXPI.ORll\{i C/\REERS WORKSHOP: Determining 
Your Marketahle Skills. Futures Program sponsored hy 
Career Planning and Pla<.Tment Sen ice. Counseling and 
Testing Center. and 1.iheral /\rts /\th ising Center. 
Wednesda,·. March J. Sackett House. 7-X:J0 p.m . 
RFSllME. WRITII\G WORKSHOP: Lecture and 
discussion sessions tknlled to written joh-getting 
communication techniques: resumes. co\'cr letters. etc. 
Sponsored hy Career Planning and Placement Sen ice . 
Tuesday. March 2. 1-orum Room. D(mond l.ihrnry. 6:J0 
p.m. 
R FSll ME CR ITIQll E: /\n opportunity for students to 
recei,e kedhack on first draft resumes on a first-come-
first sen·ed hasis. Sponsore·d hy Career Planning and 
j>(accmcnt Scnit-e. 1-rida,·. March 5. Room 20J. 
Huddleston. l:J0-4:J0 p.m.· 
11\TERVIEWER COMMFI\TS RFVIFW: Students 
ma,· learn of how the,· arc coming across during thL·ir on-
can1pus intcn iews im a first-1.:omc-first-scrwd hasis . 
Sponsored hy Career Planning and Placement Sen ice. 
Thursday. March 4. Room 20J. Huddleston. l:J0-4:J0 
p.m. 
SI.I DE SHOW: John Thackra,· \\ ill discuss the first 
ascent of Indian Himalayan· peak Thalay Sagar. 
Sponsored hy lll\ H /\lpi·ne (."!uh . Thursday. March 4. 
/\lumni Room. l\e\\ Hampshire Hall. 7 p.m. Admission: 
SI .50. 
PROTEST/\1\T s·t l ll>EI\T GAi HERII\G WHKI.Y 
MITTII\G: Share your concerns and participate in 
dc,otions and songs . Wednesday. March J. Rom 2IX. 
McConnell. 7 p .m . 
11\TFR-V/\RSITY CHRISTI/\!\ I-Fl.I OWSHIP: 
Mike Chase \\ill spL·ak on Colnssians . Wcdn..:sday. 
March J. (irafton Room. Memorial l lnion. 6:J0 p.m. 
I-or additional information call Brad at 862-1615 orX6X-
97l5 .·. 
Of R1s·11/\l\ SClt-:1\CT OR(i/\:\IZAI 10:\ WITKI.Y 
MITTll\(i: hcry Wcdnesday. l\otch Room. Memorial 
l ' nion. 12 noon. 
SIMlJI ./\TIOl\ G/\MES Cl.l!B: 1-rida,·. March 5: 
Constitution drafting meeting. 5:J0 p.in .. Hanmer 
Room. M..:morial Union: (iaming. 6 p.m .. Hillshorough-
Sulli,an Room. Memorial Union: Business. X p.m. 
Saturday. March 6: Open gaming. /\II int..:rcstcd in 
Spring Conwntion. !-.how up 1--riday . 
CHESS CLUB MITlll\(i : Information on l ll\J-1 Che!-.!-. 
Championship ,,ill he ,l\ailahlc Tuesday. March 2. 
Room 5J. Hamilton Smith. 7 p.m. 
STl ! I>El\TS I-OR RECYCl.l:\(i MEl:'I ll\G: 
Discussion \\ill locus on Spring field trips and se111L·stcr 
re, icw. Thursday. March 4 . R(H,m-t2. Hamilton Smith . 7 
p.m. 
PREVFT Cl.UH: Dr. /\ndrca l.chlanc of the Oyster 
Riwr /\nimal Hospital will discuss her prnctic..:. 
Thursda\'. March 4. Room 216. Hamilton Smith. 7 p.m. 
/\l\l\ll/\1. MH:TII\G OF NON S/\1-C ORCi/\l\-
lZ/\TIOI\S: This meeting is to appro,·c the constitution 
and elect officers for the next ,ll'atkmic \'car for the 
Programmin!,! 1-und Organi,ation. Attendance of all 
presidents or dcsignces of student organi,ations is 
essential to insure ohtaining of funds lor n..:xt year. 
Sponsored hy Programming 1-und Organi1.1tion. 
Sunda\'. March 7. H illshorough-Sulli,an Room. 
Mcmoi·ial l ' nion. 6 p.m. 
PSYCHOLOGY Cl.UH MEFTlt\G: Thursda,. Mardi 
4. Room 104. Conant. 12:J0-I p.m. and 4:.~0-5 p.m . 
Important that all mcmhcrs attend one of these two 
meetings. 
:\on-credit courses for a nominal h.-c HrL' listed helow. 
Registration is required. Call X62-J527 or stop hy Room 
2L Stoke Cluster. Additional S5 charg..: for non-l IS!\ H 
personnel. /\II courses held in Stoke Cluster. 
I :\T. 1022-1 & 2: Two-scss_ion course explains additional 
features of 1022 induding handling of multiple files and 
simple report writing . Prerequisite : Beginning 
Timesharing. Monday and Wednesday. March X and 10. 
2-4 p.m. Course kc: $4. 
11\T. SOS-1.2: Two-~ession course focuses on extended 
katures and aspects of the editor. Prcr..:quisite: Beg. 
SOS. Tucsda\' and Thursda\'. March 9 and 11. 2-J:.~0 
p.m. Course 1'cc: S4. · 
MOI\TH I.Y USERS M EETI Mi: Open users meeting. 
Topic: lssu..:s related to using the computn for research. 
including copyright restrictions. .lack I .ockwood. 
Director of ll I\ H Research Office. and Bill 1.cnharth. 
/\ssi~tant Director of Computer Scn·iccs for R..:scarch 
Computing. will h..: present. Thursday. Mardi 4. 1-orum 
Room. Dimond l.ihrnry. 12:J0-2 p.111. 
SPITl/\1. TOPICS SFRIFS: Pit.OT la111wacc for 
\\ riling C/\1 lessons. It processes the comn;a,l{(s and 
LTCHIL's a program ,,hich can he run on the l>FCI0. 
Friday. March 5. 2:J0-4:JO p.m. 
Cll/\:\(il:: /\ids in the comcrsion of character sets 
foreign to the DEC 10. Designed for tapes and disks and 
c,111 perform hlocking and unhlocking. charact..:r 
corncrsion and rereading oJ wpe lahels . PrcrequisitL·: 
Beginning Timesharing. Tape Handling. Friday. Mardi 
5. 10 a .m.-12 noon . CoursL' fee : S2 . 
WFI>I\FSl>/\Y l\lGHT SERIES : Test /\n.\ict~. 
f,u:ilitatcd h\' D,I\ id Cross . On..: of a scric~ of informal 
cxpcrimc,11,1I \\orkshops designed to help you explqrc 
\Hays of understanding issu..:s of personal intcrc~t. 
Sponsored hy Cou11scling and Testing Center . 
Wcdnc~da\'. March J. Counseling and Testing Cc111cr. 
Schofield ~louse. 7 p .m. 
ITSBI/\'.\ Sl 'PPOR I CiROl 1P: ·1 hursda,. March 4. 
Phillip Hale Room. Paul Crcati,c /\rts Cc11ter. 7-9 p .m. 
1111'.\Kl'.\(i 01 · MOVll\(i OH· C/\MPl lS'! Questions 
ahout oil-campus Ii, ing \\ ill he an~,,crcd hy commuter 
studL'llls during dinner hours. Sponsored hy Commuter 
·1 rnnskr Center. Monda,·. March X. thru Wcdncsda,·. 
March 10. Huddleston. l>hilhrool-.. and Stillings l>i11i11g 
Halls. 4-6 p .m. 
)){/•:: 
==: ~ 
:i!o~:U fill.p it. at Pizza Hut, Inc;., a di~!Ql\ 9f ffl,pijQg~; 
- , . . . . '%: We'll be mterviebg ori Qiliipus . . . ..... . 
March 23 & 24 
v:e~ the Placement· Office· for more·• in:fotfiiitidaJ: 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 





This is a paid position and will lead 
to the Bus_iness Man~ger position for 
82-83. 
Applications available in the Student Senate 





Bring your ID to Sti'llings, Philbro_ok, & 
Huddleston on Tuesday, March 9 and 
Wednesday, March IO. Polling stations are also 
located at Kingsbury, the MUB, the library, 
Stoke, and WSBE and will be open IO am to 4 · pm. . 
. Di Mombro Trovel Agency 
240 Central Ave. 
Dover, N.H. 
California 
$258 round · trip! 
Several Destinations Available 
See us for other low rates! 
Call for details 742-2124 
Denise Mccooey-Student Services 
SUMMER at BRANDEIS 
AN EDUCATIONAL ADVENTURE 
JUNE 1 - JULY 2 JU.LY 6 - AUGUST 6 
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses 
Humanities. Social Sciences, Natural Sciences. 
Computer Sciences and Fine Arts 
Theater Arts Program 
Premedical Sciences Program 
Near tc1stem and Judaic Swdies 
A rchaeulogiml Field Research in Israel 
Small classes taught by Brandeis Faculty 
Suburban campus close to the excitement 
of Boston/ Cambridge 
Information. catalog and application 
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL 
W ALTHA_M. MA 02254 
617-647-2796 
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--------TRUSTEE-------
student opinion." Morse said. 
The first three student trustees 
elected by the student body were 
Ian Wilson (UNH). Tom Padian 
( Keene). and Diane Hamlin 
( Plymouth). The election rotates 
each year among the three 
university campuses. 
"It was a very wise decision to 
involve students in the election. It 
rem~wed the politics and made the 
trustee more accountable to the 
students themselves." current 
student trustee Diane Hamlin of 
Plymouth said. 
The student trustee represents 
all the university constituencies 
including faculty, students and the 
public. Morse said . 
-HAMILTON-
< continued from page 2) 
would explain why Hamilton died 
so quickly. Strout said. 
Strout also said that Hamilton 
had been exposed to lead before. 
but not in such a large quantity. 
The lead may have been washed 
into the pond from nearby roads or 
in the waste from Portsmouth 
industries. Strout said . 
After Strout conducted 
Hamilton\ initial autopsy, which 
revealed no abnormalities. he 
sent samples of the swan's stomach 
and ginard contents to the Animal 
Health Diagnosti_cs Laboratory in 
Lansing. Michigan for further 
analysis. 
( continued from page 1) 
"We do· not look on any of our 
trustees as a representative of one 
group." Morse said. 
"The most important thing 
about a student trustee is that he 
deals openly and honestly with 
other members of the board . He 
needs good interpersonal skills an 
must be able to relate to other 
persons on the board." Morse said. 
Past experience can help the 
student trustee in his committee 
responsibilities and board 
decisions. Hamlin said . 
"In my case. it was a benefit that 
I had established myself on 
campus first. I was a student 
senator and chairman of the 
senate's judicial committee. I was 
aware of situations and attended 
meetings, as a guest of the board." 
Hamlin said. 
"The board values direct student 
input. The student trustee position 
is a chance to have a full voice in 
what is being said. It's a direct 
representation." Morse said. 
Most of the student trustee's 
work is done in sub-committees. 
according to Hamlin. 
"The last few student trustees 
have served on the finance and 
budget committee." · M9rse said. 
"to be effective in committee work. 
the student must li~ten to what 
other trustees have to say involving 
the decision making process of the 
board." 
THE STONE CHURCH 
on the hill in Newmarket 
. - -
Wed. March 3 
The Substance 
-contemporary rock-
Thurs. March 4 
Bill Morrisey 
Nicaragua-
2½ Years Later 
Experiences of January 1982 Visit 
Slide Show/ Discussion 
presented by a visiting team from the National 
Network in Solidarity with the Nicaraguan People. 
Friday, March 5th 7:30 PM 
Hamilton Smith Room 216 
sponsored by the Student Political Forum 
Glenmary Missioners· - . 
Room # 6 ° Box 46404 
· Cincinnati, Ohio 45246 
WOMEN: G1 e nmary Sisters. Box 391 8 8. Cincinnati 45239 
Red's is He~dquat~.rs 
For Athletic.Shoes 
Featuring 
The Area's Largest·Seiection 





MARKET ABLE SKILLS 
Learn how to identify your skills 
and 
abilities that could be used 
fn future employment 
Wednesd~y, March 3 
7:00. - 8:30 PM 
Sackett House (mini dorms) 
Program Sponsored By 
Career Planning & Placement Service 
A TOUCH OF SPRING 
can l;)e found at 




t odils and lots 
more to cheer 
you up! 
We've also recieved a new 
supply of tapestries. 
· :Jle f<eJ Ca.,.pel 
FLOWER & GIFT SHOP 
56 Main Street-Durham 
868-7021 
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9-5:30, Sat. 9-5-
3 ~~~,2,Fi 
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McCann would see himself as student spokesperson 
By Maggie McKowen 
Steve McCann. president of 
Sawyer Hall Council and 
photographer for The New 
Hampshire says he will be a 
s·pokesman for students if elected 
as student trustee. 
"The Board of Trustees cou Id be 
informed a lot better on student 
issues. For the most part. they're 
oblivious · to student issues," 
McCann said. 
"This is because thev're mainly · 
in contact with the administration 
who, by nature. can't assimilate or 
empathize with students all the 
time. I think that's the job of the 
student trustee." · 
"I like the idea of being able to 
work with the administration and I 
feel 1·'d like to be a student crusader 
or a spokesman for the students," 
McCann said . "During the past 
few years, they've been getting 
some bad treatment." 
McCann referred to the N.H. · 
State l.cgi~l?ture's proposal to 
Steve McCann 
make UN H a private ·institution. 
"Once that happens the bottom 
will fall out. There'll be no 
organirntion.Tuition will go up 
through the roof. There'll be a 
mass exodus of faculty and a drop 
in student applications." McCann 
said . 
McCann. a WSBE economics 
student. also opposes more 
University budget cuts. 
"They've cut to the minimum 
now," McCann said. "The 
University is doing well with what 
it has to offer. More cuts will 
magnify the problem. absolutely." 
Last year's area one president 
council member and skier. tennis 
player. McCann believes his 
experience as Sawyer Hall · 
president will help him when he is 
student trustee. 
"The most important thing is the 
dorm meeting. Sometimes it's a 
farce but it's the best way to pin 
down student opinion . I listen to 
what they _ want to do." McCann 
said . 
''I'll be a true representative of 
the students as a whole. I won't 
vote my conscience." McCann 
said. ''I'll vote their beliefs." 
Most of the other candidates 
have been student senators. which 
McCann agrees is an admirable 
quality but doesn't think , it is 
necessary background for the 
trustee position. 
"Administrative protocall is not 
one of the qualifications . It's how 
you communicate with students 
and how you represent them that's 
the most important thing." 
McCann said. 
''I've avoided the bureaucracy . 
I've stayed in touch with the 
students physically. That's more 
important than working on a 
committee that's concerned with 
student activity budgets _ for 
· organizations whicb don't effect 
the students that much." McCann 
said . 
McCann's campaign will 
include visiting dorms. putting up 
posters and scheduling open 
forums to answer student's 
questions. 
''I'll try to get feedback or 
studen't imput on matters coming 
up to \·ote." McCann said. 
"Although it's a small board, it's a 
powerful vote . The trustee position 
is a chance to persuade other 
trustees to change their minds on a 
vote." 
"I hope that students who listen 
and get to hear other candidates 
will listen carefully to what the 
candidate says." McCann said . 
"don't try to weigh the person's 
accomplishments ." 
Jacques will work for student interests 
By Darryl Cauchon 
Mike Jacques secs the position 
of University System student 
trustee as "an extension of the 
students" and says he will "work 
for their interests" if elected. 
"The position for student trustee 
should be a representation of how 
the students feel about college." 
says Jacques . 
"That includes financial, social 
education: the whole scope of what 
effects college life. To sum that up, 
it's an extension of the students 
themselves." he says. 
.Jacques, a senior and animal 
sciences major. is a student 
senator, a · me'mber of the 
commuter Council. and a business 
minor. 
Although he has lived on 
campus for two years, Jaques now 
lives off-campus. 
'Tm one of the few running who 
has lived both on and off campus." 
Jacques says. 
Areas of concern for .Jacques 
include inadequate library 
spacing, the waits to use computers 
and better relations with the town 
of Durham. 
He would also' like to get 
commuter shelters for all Kari-Van 
stops and look into the problem of 
teacher evaluation forms . 
... Evaluation forms are poor. 
They should be redone and not 
processed through the computer," 
he says . 
Jacques said he would consider 
any tuition hikes carefully and be a 
"full-time iud!!c" in his decisions . 
"You might have to look at the 
college as a whole. If it's going to 
jeopardi1c departments, cutting 
down on teachers. etcetera," he 
says. 
"Financial aid and tuition are 
the biggest problems right now. 
The others are conveniences but 
we have to look into," Jacques _ 
says. · 
Jacques also says he has dealt 
with adults at the same level of the 
JACQUES, page 16 Mike Jacques 
,-------------------------------------~ 
Programming Fund Organization 
Memorial Union Bulldlng University of New Hampshire Durl ·rim. NH 03824 
To:All Presidents of Recognized 
Student Organizations 
From: Programming Fund Organization 
Military 
Surplus 
If you currently use or wish to use money next year from the Programming 
Fund ($30,000) to fund your organization's activities, then you should 
attend the second annual meeting in the Hillsborough-Sullivan Room of 
the MU Bon Sunday, March 7 at 6:00 PM. At this meeting you will elect 
new officers and learn the necessary procedures for obtaining funding. 
You or your designee's presence is esential for insuring you obtain funds 
• Pants 







The purpose of the Programming Fund Organization is to serve the needs 
. of the non-SAF recognized organizations at the University of New 
Hampshire. The primary responsibility of the PFO will be the 
administration of the SAF Programming Fund. Furthermore, the PFO 
will seek to increase the visibility activity, and professionalism of member 
organizations. The membership of the PFO is open to any recognized 
student organizations. 
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Cohen's goal as trustee would he to double state aid 
By Jackie MacMullan 
Student Senator Jon Cohe n said 
his number one priority will be to 
try and "double what this state 
gi\'cs the Uni versit y for funding" if 
he is chosen as the student trustee 
in next week's election . 
Cohen.a sophomore communi-
cations ~ajor from Peterborough, 
N.H .. said his efforts as a student 
trustee would he directed toward 
getting money for the U ni vcrsity in 
what he termed a "crucial 
legislative year." 
"So much of this uni versity's 
problems arc based on lack of 
money." Cohen said. "I think 
improving that situation would be 
the ideal thing to accomplish ." 
If elected, Cohen said he plans to 
zero in on aiding the Student 
Affairs Committee in helping 
students gain access to their own 
health file: something the present 
trustee. Diane Hamlin of 
Plymouth State Colcgc. is working 
on . 
Cohen also hopes to initiate a · 
proposal that would introduce an 
exception to the drinking age in 
college towns . 
"I have discussed it with a few 
people. and other states have done 
the niost closely with the trustees ." 
.. Working ii1 the Senate has 
taught me how to keep in touch 
with who you arc representing ... 
the Randall Hall resident said . 
"That's something reall y 
important." 
·Jon Cohen 
it successfully. but we'll have to , 
wait and sec," he said. Cohen said one of his st1:ongcst 
"The job of a student trustee is to points is his willingness to make 
be the student's voice on the board the trustee position a full-time 
of trustees and to make sure the commitment. 
hoard is not removed from what "I think I would put more time 
the students arc feeling." he said . into the position than any other 
Asserting that he is the most candidate." he said. "My strengths 
qualified of the candidates. Cohen arc my ability to listen to others 
said his two years in the Student and my openness to ideas . I'll sit 
Senate has allowed him to he and talk with people for hours . 
. i nvolved wi.tb "thc body !hat work ~-- Usually it's the other person that 
Pre-Spring Specials now at 
THE OUTBACK 
25o/0 off all Phildar Yarn & 
Phildar books 
Come see our new moldings 
that just Cafl?.e in! 








COME ROARING BACK WITH CLIFFS NOTES 
Cliffs Notes help you save time and earn better grades 
by isolating key facts in literature assignments. They 're 
a fast and easy way to review for exams , too . 
Available at: 
Durham Book Exchange 
38 Main St. 
will get up and leave first." 
Cohen described himself as 
"outspoken. hut patient." 
.. The student trustee has to be 
willing to go in there and assert 
himself by subtly saying: Tm an 
. equal and respect me as such'." he 
- said . 
Cohen was one of three key 
people in initiating the energy 
surcharge rebate and fought hard 
in a losing effort to prc,·cnt 
laundry prices from increasing. 
"The Senate is only in its third 
year. and I think we have 
cstahlishcd ourselves in t~c 01~s of 
the. administration." Cohen said . 
Cohen has been in\'olved in 
student government since he was 
elected to the Peterborough · 
Student Council in sc,Tnth grade . . 
He was also president of his 
student council in high school 
before assuming his Senate post in 
his first ·year at UN H. 
Aside from Senate d utics. 
Cohen was speaker of House . 
Council in Stoke Hall last year. 
had a small part in last spring\ 
production of Hamlet, and was a 
former copyrcadcr and layout 
ass_ista_Dl at The New Hamp.,j1ire. 
take on 
He is presently a freshman camp 
counselor. 
Cohen feels student trustees 
" have not been as effective as they 
could have been." and said the job 
needs more attention from the 
studcnJ in the position. 
If elected. Cohen said he would 
use the time between March and 
Jun~ -~o_gain more knowledge on 
spccll1c issues the trustee will face. 
He cited this as a weakness 
common to all candidates. 
_"I'm confident I can do the job. I 
thmk I am well suited to the 
position." he said . 




Imagination, courage. leadership and 
engineering expertise of the highest order ... 
these are the traits you need to meet the 
challenge of our technology. Our leader-
ship position at the forefront of commercial 
nuclear power systems will provide you with 
unique professional experience. 
The Commitment 
General Public Utilities created an inde-
pendent organization, GPU Nuclear, to 
centralize its nuclear capability and 
provide safer. more reliable generation of 
electricity with nuclear energy. GPU Nuclear 
has the strongest commitment to the 
flawless safety of our pkmts. 
The Opportunity 
GPU Nuclear is responsible for the operation 
of Oyster Creek Nuclear Station in New 
Jersey. start-up and recovery of two Three 
Mile Island units located in Middletown, 
Pennsylvan~a; and an off-site design and 
engineering group in Parsippany, New 
Jersey. We offer you: • Top benefits • M-
vanced educational opportunities and a 
chance to live in beautiful North Central 
New Jersey, the New Jersey Shore or the 
Pennsylv,Jnia Dutch Country. · 
We are seeking entry level and experienced . 





■ Health Ph~·sics/ 
Radia1ion Protedion 
For more information about job opportuni-
ties at GPU Nuclear. fill out the coupon 
below and send it to: J. Troebliger, P.O. Box 
480, Middletown, PA 17057. We seek men 
and women from all ethnic backgrounds 
and the handicapped. · 
Id W!.1 Nuclear 
GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION 
will be on campus-
March 23, 1982 
---------------------------------------
ld ijJ J Nuclear J. Troebliger 
GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 480 
Middletown, Pa. 1705 7 
NAME _ _ ______ _______________________ _ 
DEGREE, SCHOO~------- - - ---------------
HOME ADDRESS-- --------------- ----------
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Editorial 
What's up with Student Senate? 
The Student Senate passed the concept for 
Women's Center Sunday night. We think. 
conversations held by some senators while others 
were ialking. 
available for people to want to become senators: the 
attendance at senate meetings fluctuates not only 
from meeting to meeting. but from hour to hour: 
and senators no longer come to the senate office to 
discuss problems and concerns. and therefore 
eliminate the many hours of redundant 'debate that 
take place at meetings. 
The meeting was drawn out, redundant, and 
disorganized. There was an air of confusion and 
boredom, with some highlights: 
The Student Senate is the legislative body of the 
undergraduates at UNH--they should conduct 
themselves and their business in a professional 
manner. --a major problem with the Women's Center 
concept was noticed by accident when speaker Jon 
Cohen re-read the proposal , weeks after it was first 
formulated. 
--when the final rollcall vote came on the 
Women's Center, the Senate tried to go into 
executive session to tabulate the vote. The motion 
failed because of a tie vote, which is interesting since 
if the motion had passed, the Senate would have 
been violating its own constitution .. 
Students demand professionalism from other 
student organizations: why should the senate be 
any different'? What would the response be if 
M USO or SCOPE only scheduled events whenever 
they could, or if WUNH broadcasted only a few 
hours a day. or if The New Hampshire published 
every now and then'? 
Perhaps senators should start getting 
compensation for their jobs: Perhaps the change in 
leadership in two months will change things 
around. Perhaps the enthusiastic group in the 
senate will manage to imbibe other members with 
their enthusiasm. 
--at Sunday's meeting and other meetings, many 
senators have shown a lack of understanding when 
it comes to budgets: when asked how much they 
want to cut. a common answer is .. Oh, I don't know. 
How about $ I 00'?" 
The senate does meet regularly, but it is what 
goes on during the meetings that's important. 
It's up to the senate. 
When an organization conducts itself 
unprofessionally. people begin to lose respect with 
that _organization. Coupled with the lack of respect 
comes a lack of influence. and an organization that 
is meant to represent the student body should have 
as much influence as possible. 
True. the1:c arc some senators who do their job 
well, who research the issues and the questions. But 
they arc a minority. There is a core group of about 
five or ten students who keep things running in the 
senate. 
Sunday's meeting was a frenzy of chaotic 
activity, characterized by people constantly 
entering and leaving the room, and by long 
One senator said there is a combination of 
matters that contributed to the current problem. 
There . is too much work and not enough fun 
The students should demand professionalism 




To the hlitor: 
b cditori,11 error or the author\ 
politil·al ignornlll'l' to hl' hlamcd for the 
clarinl! inal·niral·v L"ontaincd in the 
i111rotful'tion to S1i1annl' :\cl,on\ ···1 he 
Patriot" in la,t 1-rida,·\ 1/w Sr·•r 
1/ampshin<' · 
II. a, the footnote to the artidc 
,ul!l!l',tcd. M,. :\cl,on intl·mkd 10 
m.~kc pcopk more aware oftlll· conflil't 
in lrdand. I do h11pc that ,he ,,a, not 
rc,pon,hik lor thl· totally crro1_1co11, 
i111rod111: tory pa,,agc: othcrn i,c the 
impad of her ,tory i, negated hy rca,on 
ol her mi,tah·n pcr,pl·ct i, c of thc 
politil'al polari1at ion in Ireland. 
In fm:t the rc,cr,c ol the article\ 
introduction i, thl' truth a, l'l'l!,inb the 
political and ideological dim~n,ion of 
the lri,h l'onflict. l 1ndn no 
circunhtancl' dol', the Protl·,tanl 
majority of '.\orthnn Ireland \\i,h to 
hl'l:Ollll: political!~ i11tl·grated into the 
lri,h Rcpuhlic. ,,hnl',i' it i, till' total 
unification ol lrcland that diclatl', the 
ultimate idcolocil·,11 l!oal of thl' lri,h 
Rl'puhlic. - -
1km U\l' t hl' dc,pcrntc ,llld prolongl·d 
ni,i, in Ireland ha, l'loutkd the 
pcr,pl'l' li\l· of protagoni,h and 
onlooker, alikl' . ii i, l'\\l'ntial tlwt our 
ha,ic undcr,t:inding of thl· prohkm~ i, 
founded 011 ,oml' dccrl'l' of fol'! and 
an·ural·y. By ih nimpktc inan .. ·1iral'Y 
thl' introduction to M,. '.\cbon\artick 
furthl·r olhl' lll'l'd ,ollll' of thl' 
fund a mcnt,il i"uc, of a tnrihk and 
compk.\ prohkm. 
I .oui,e .lackson 
Abortion 
To the Editor: 
Rl·gardks, of ih L'mphasi, on logic. 
Richard Dewey\ arti<.·k. "Fpinirus 
a 11 d ;\ho rt ion." ( F ch ru an· I 9 ) 
dcmon,tratc,· an unncn inc l,ick or 
logical principle,. Dewey (il'terminc, 
that ahortion i, \\TOil!! hl·rnu,c it i, 
··mc\\~··1 and .. painful.~. WL·rc Wl' to 
apply ,imilar rl·a,oning to IO\c. or 
othn' clement, of our liH·, ,, hicl1 arc 
llll'\\Y and painful. we would find a 
great deal that is ,none accordinl! to 
l>cwc,·\ criteria . - -
The <.:ostlinl'\\ or ahortion i, also 
cited as an incrcdient of its ,noncncss 
Can. we follow the same li~c ·1·,j· 
rca,oning in rcg.ird to the co,t of 
cduc:1tion. raisinc children. tran·llinc'.' 
C1111,iderinc tl1e Wl'ak rcasoninl! 1;n 
,,hid1 Mr. l>~wc, hasl'' his judcc1;1cnt 
of right and \\TOil!,!. in thi, cil'l' ;pplicd 
to the i,suc of a ho rt ion. it is no wonlkr 
that he dismissl·, what he ha, so hold I\· 
lahcllcd "wronl!·· h, daiminl! it i,. ,it 
thl' same time. 'nccessar\'. -
/\, a mcmhcr of a ccncration for 
whom· honest,·. cithe;· kil!nl·d or 
,inccre. hut · nearh alwa~, anti-
cstahlishmcnt. wa, ·a h,,,1,-rd. it is 
incrcdulou, to think that Mr. Dcwl·,· is 
attempting to pcr,uade us that 
something which he himsdf hl'lit-,·c, i, 
uncqui, ocally wrong ,hould hl· 
al'l't:ptcd . 
Mr. lkwl'\·\ inahilit,· to like other 
an1i-ahorti1;nists al<o Sl'l'm, to 
preclude his ahilit,· lo ddcnd hi, own 
moral pmitim1, in ~pill' of thl' opinion, 
of othl·r pl·opk . He find, anti-
ahortionist, .. ... ah,cnt from tho,l' \\ ho 
a c I i \ l'I y o p p o , l' \\ a r . c a p i t a I 
p U 11 i Sh 111 l' 11 I. Ci I! a r l' t I l' \ 1110 k i 11 I!. 
drunken dri, ing . .. >" -
Have a gripe? Write a letter 
to the editor. It just has td be 
typed, double-spaced, signed 
and sent to Rm. 
151 of the MUB. 
War is l'l'rl.linly messy and painful: 
howcn·r. win ,hould it not he da"ificd 
a, a ncl'css.ir,· l'\ ii alone with ahortion'.' 
In 1thc l'\"l', o·r mam. w;,r is a nccc"an· 
part or' c:-.;istcnl'C a, Wl' know ii. 
l lndouhtedl\·. howe,·cr. were ,n- all ,o 
ca,ual a, M ,:_ I kwcy i, in rc,pcct to our 
hclids or thing, right and wrong. there 
would he no rca,on It} co to \\a!· in 
tkknsc or am· of tlll'Sl' hclil·b or thin!!, 
right and \\1:ong. there \\CHIid hl' ,;o 
reason to go to war.in dcknsc or any of 
the,c hdicb hccausc they l·ould ,imply 
he adj1Mcd to an, ,ittwtion at hand . 
In · regard .I<; anti-ahortionish. 
I>c,,l·,· furthn rcnwrks that. ·· .. . thl'l'L' 
arc fi·cqucntly those ,, ho arl· not 
,niou,ly opposed to killing and ,, ho 
ha\l' littk gl·nuinc rc,ncncc for lik."" 
Yet in till· "'me hrl'ath Ill· :tCl' ll\l', 
anti-ahortioni,h or undnmininc the 
L'llorb of tho,c \\ ho oppo~c c;pit:il 
punishtlll'lll. ;\ murdl'l'L'I' lwrdh lw, 
"gl·nuinc rc,crcncc for lik." wt ·thmc 
\\ ho c.\pcct a murdl'l'L'I' to gi, c up hi, 
o,, n lik in rel rihut ion for the lik ta ken . 
arc ·· .. . danccrou, to thl· moral and 
l'l'Onomic \,clfarl' of the l lnitcd 
State,:· Indeed. Mr. l>c\\l'\. ,ccm, to 





To the Editor: 
The a,cragc student reading this 
letter will he a l!I\H alumnus for more 
than ten times lonl!L'I' than his ,t:I\· here 
on L"ampus. So. ro; well m ·cr fort~: yea rs 
n,u will look hack on the "hcst n:·ar, or 
, ·our lik"" and as time coc, on , ·ou will 
hccin to wonder,, hat ha, cha,{ccd and 
ho~, . You will look for ll I\ H- in the 
news and count the wars to \'our ne.\t 
reunion. l\o tJHtttcr how for iilong y1iu 
arc in the game plan ( how old you arc). 
the mere thoul!ht ol Durham will hrinc 
nn1 had to ,~iur twenties: , ·ou will h~ 
i·u11 of spirit :ind n:ady for hrn . 
I am clad to hL' abk to tl'II \'OU. just in 
case \'()~I ha\'l' not heard. tluit there is a 
student group on campus that works 
with all these run folks and in the 
prol'css has a great time. lca1:ns a lot. 
and gets prepared for the long c:-.;istcnce 
a, an "alum.·· 
Tl1c l!I\H Alumni-Student 
;\mhassadors partil'ipate in ,ud1 
.act i\'itic, as: ,ocial e,ents. L"lub 
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• Fearing for the nieces 
By Brendan DuBois 
Last week- I babysat my two nieces. Bridget. age 
two. and Siobhan (pronounced ssh-von) age one. 
Sometimes I· fear for them. 
Babysitting them is always an exhausting 
expcricnce.-They arc always glad to see an uncle or 
an aunt. and instead of sitting in a corner and 
playing with a doll or some toy. they enjoy jumping 
on me and pulling my beard or trying to tickle me. 
Usually I tickle them right back. 
That night my brother and sister-in-law had left 
their small farm in Rochester. leaving the two girls 
and an assorted group fo farm animals with me to 
take care of. I felt safe with the animals. but I wasn't 
to sure about Bridget or Siobhan. They tend to fall 
over each other. or trip on some toy. or one of them 
bites their tongue. jumping off a chair onto the 
couch. Siobhan is still in diapers. and before the 
night was .over I had changed her twice . 
They are used to babysitting now. Whenever my 
brother Mike or his wife Beth had left before. the 
two of them sometimes cried and screeched at being 
left with me. ·but now they were calm and smiling 
Random Points 
·TOSNOM 
It seems· the Student Senate has made a good 
judgement this-year with the allocation of Student 
Activity Fee funds. Citing .. a history of poor . 
organization" as one reason. the Senate voted 22-IO 
against accepting TOSNOM's concept for the 1982-
83 school year. 
Last Tuesday evening. TOSNOM held an 
introductory meeting. It was attended by five 
students. 
Hockey boring? 
Whoever said hockey can. be boring when UNH 
is winning didn't see Saturday night's game against 
the Maine Black Bears. 
With 28 seconds remaining on the first period 
clock. a deflected puck bounced off a pair of 
nourescent lights hung in Snively Arena's rafters. 
sending a tube crashing onto the ice. 
If that wasn't enough. the Zamboni machine 
emerged sporting a sign that read. •·usA get out of 
about it. 
I tried to watch television while babysitting. but it 
was impossible to keep track of w~at was going ~m 
with all the jumping about and yelling. After a while 
I put them both into their pajamas. and then it was 
time to put them to bed. . 
Bridget and Siobhan shared a room in the back 
of the house. next to their parents rooin , and they 
took to their separate beds without a fuss . Aft~r 
kissing them goodnight. I shut the door to their 
bedroom and went back to watch the tube. I sat 
back in the couch. and tried to concentrate on 
Nova. I didn't have much time to concentrate. 
I went to the kitchen. looking for a beer. when I 
heard Siobhan crying. I waited at the door of the 
re_f rigerator. hoping she would stqp. She didn't 
I went into the girls' bedroom. and saw that 
Siobhan had crawled out of bed and was standing 
against Bridget's bed. crying. Bridget was sitting up. 
trying to comfort her. ~nd I could he_ar them talk 
together in a strange _mixture of English ':1nd baby 
talk. It felt spooky. hke they were speaking some 
foreign language. 
The room was dark and I picked up Siobhan, 
setting her on my lap as I sat on Bridget's bed. I 
started talking nonsense. too. trying to comfort her. 
El Salvador." A dismayed Zamboni driver jumped 
from his scat and ripped the posted from his 
machine. 
The game resumed. with only a short break after 
the 28-second finish of the first period. 
Play continued for only a few minutes before a 
second puck tlew roofward. 
This time the lights stayed lit. but UNH fans 
applauded the effort with a chant of .. ONE. TWO. 
WE WANT MORE!" --the same cheer used when 
UNH scores. 
Warm cuts 
In the winter at UNH. the shortest distance 
between two points doesn't matter: it's the warmest 
path that counts. 
Warm cuts are a variation of the tried and true 
short cut. The object is to spend as little time as 
possible facing the brutal wintry clements. 
For example. say you want to go from the quad 
to the library. You head toward Devine Hall. walk 
through the warm corridor (admiring either the 
Pink Panther murals or the inhabitants) and out the 
door that faces the back ramp of the MU B. 
After a brisk 11 seconds of cold air. you enter the 
MU B and cut across the bottom floor ( if you're 
news-hungry): the second floor ( if you're hungry): 
I was surprised. She stopped crying. 
I wondered what was going on in her young 
mind. what she thought of the bearded stranger that 
sometimes came to her house to take care of her. I 
wondered if she'd remember this night at all. of 
crying for some reason in the darkness and having 
me come to comfort her. 
That's when I feared for her, when I feared for her 
life and her future. It was then I realized how old my 
brother and I had gotten. that he could have 
children and that they would look upon me as their 
uncle. their benefactor, their protector. 
I thought of all the troubles and trials my 
brothers and I had faced over the years. and I 
thought of how I considered my life under some 
control. I looked at Siobhan in my lap. at her young 
age. and I realized that her life. and her troubles, 
had just begun. 
I had this urge to talk to her. to try to explain my 
thoughts. but she was starting to fall asleep in my 
lap. So I put her back in bed. and I knew we'd have 
time to talk iri the future. when we had both grown 
even older. 
When I walked ·out of their bedroom. I closed the 
door only partway. so that some light could enter 
their room. 
or the top floor (if you're GH hungry)'. 
You must then cut through the basement floor of 
Hamilton-Smith Hall (one offew warm cuts that is 
also · a short cut). Then perhaps through T-Hall 
snagging a vending machine goody. and you arrive 
safe and warm at your destination. 
Perhaps too warm. for the Dimond Library is the 
epitome of the warm cut. 
A final word of warning: If you think you can get 
through Ham-Smith without running into that 
English prof whose class you keep skipping. you're 
dreaming. You're either cold or safe. 
SCOPE vs. MUSO 
Tempers flared for a second at Sunday night's 
senate meeting between MUSO President Mark 
McGrcenery and SCOPE President Dave Carle. 
McGreenery was talking about the Women's 
Center and mismanaged funds. when Carle asked 
him : __ about MUSO's monetary loss in the MUB 
PUB. McGrcenery shot back a question about 
SCOPE losing money on the Peter Frampton 
concert. 
Further debate was halted by Speaker Jon 
Cohen. 
Compiled hy memhers of The New Hampshire 
Sta.fl: 
meetitH!s. homecominc. career nichts. 
reunic;n committe~· .... , o lun'teer 
conchl\e..,. and kick-oil dinner..,_ A.., 
\\ord l!et.., out of our e.\i ... 1enc1:. \\l: a1T 
a ... ked-to do mor1: and mor1: . 
Theoretica l!\. \\C .\\erc lormcd to aid 
in the hroadc11ing and impnnemcnt of 
communication ... het,,ccn students .and 
alumni throt1l!h direct innihcment in 
alumni ac1i,itics. Oril!inallY orcani1ed 
.lanuan 19X I. ,n- are now· an intccrnl 
part or" the l I I\ H !\lumni !\ssociation. 
Ad, i ... ed h,· .lo-1\nn Alcs ... andrini. 
f\..,..,i..,tant l>~n:cto r of !\lumni !\ffiari .... 
,,c arc conductinl! a full ..,rnlc ... caret, 
and ..,ckction pnK·~._.., _ !\pplication.., arc 
,l\ailahk· at the Uliol !\lumni Center 
on hll!c\\ood Road and arc due hY 
March-Xth . . 
Ha, inc liH·d \\ ith him for nwn; than 
1hr1..'l' -.c;llL'"tL·r-.. l\e l'Ollll' to knll\\ 
l.a rn , L'I'\ \\cll. Sincl' he ha.., hccomc 
in, oi, cd ·in thL' St11dl'nt Sl'nalL'. hi.., 
numhn one priority nL'.\t to acadl'tllic.., 
(and. Ol'ca ... ionall, . hl'lorl' al'adl'lllil·,) 
i, ... l'nin!! the ..,t11~knh ot l l'.\H . 
·1 o thL· hlitor: 
lkar SCOl'L 
l hL· CharliL· Danil'I.., Band'.'~ /\r1: , ·ou 
,L'riou<.'! ( l'lca..,L' read in the ang,:iL·,t 
tnm· ,ou l'an ima!!itlL'. ) 
· • '.\amL· \\'ithhl'ld 
community to censure the perpetuation 
of this destructi,c bcha\ior. We hope 
that , ·ou will acree that hcha,ior which 
thrc,itcns the ~motional well-being -of 
memhers of our communit,· cannot 
and should not he tolerated.· 
ha ... ic interest in the field of 
neurohiology. Okay. that gets them to 
class. hut it is the ardor of Wat~on's 
lccturinl!. and his interest in the ideas of 
the stud~nts that ccts them into the lab. 
In ~rn,hiosis \\-:-ith his work with 
..,,udc.nh in lah Watson l'onducts his 
own expcrimcnwtion on a proks~ional 
lc,cl. a trait that i.., respected and 
imitated h, these student ... . 
Again. you will only he a ..,tudrnt for 
a ..,hort while: You \\ill he an alumnus 
forc,c r. Find ;Hit ,,hal it i.., lil-.c ,,·hill' 
You arc ..,till here . 
· l>ana S. Ro ... 1:nl!ard . '82 
ll l\ H /\lumni-S1udrnt /\mha..,..,ador 
Lesieur 
·1 o the hlit nr: 
·1 hi, k tt n i, to ure.e thL· "tutknh of 
1· \ 11· to ,nil' flll 1·;1 r n I L""iu1 r lnr 
Stutklll ·1 ru,tL·e 1111 ~1;1,d1 lJth ,1ml 
10th . 1"111 L'\lll\ ineed that t hnL· i, llll 
lll\lre L·.,pniL·nn·d and dnlil·atl'd 
L·,111did,1tL· 1h,111 I arr~ . 
I >uring the pa..,t "'-'me ~tn,. I .any ha-. 
... enl'd a, a , otinl! mcmhcr of the 
Student Sl·tiatc anJa.., the l'hairpnson 
llf the Stulknh Im thl' l ' niH·r ... it,· 
Council (Sl-l 1 ). In addition to h i°s 
normal dut ie, in 1he-.e po,it ion,. I .arry 
had imohL·d hi1mclf in planning 
tru ... tcL' da~-. on Gtmpu-. and ha-. 
attcndl'd actual Board ol I n1 ... tL"L" 
lllL"l.'.ting ... . \\'hat hl'tlL'r L' .\pl'riL·nc1: is 
thne for a po ... ition \\ hid, im ol\l'" 
c.\tcn..,i,c in11:raction \\ ith thL· Boa rd ot 
I ruqL•l·<.' 
In addit ion tn hi-. L'.\periL' lll' L'. I kcl 
that l .arn I 1:sil'ur is thL· hl',t candidate 
hccau-.1: ·or hi.., dedication and hi-. 
innl'dihh hard \\ork thu.., far. R,1rch 
docs an,om· here at (iihh-. Hall '-L'~ 
l .arn hL: l'a U-.l' hL·\ al\\a,-. doin!! -.omL' 
t~pl' . ol \\ork fllr hi-. n;uncil ,i'nd th L' 
... cn,tll' . I hL' \\ c lfarc ot thL' qudl'nl 
p l1pulat io n i:-. hi.., numhn Olll' prio ri t~ . 
\\' e nl' ed I .a rr~ I .c:-.iL'u r to rL·pre..,L' lll 
the , tutknh ol thL· 1 · niH-r-.i t, S, ,tL"lll 
on thL· Hoa rd n l I ru-. lL"L" ' · OnL:L'; t~a in . I 
u r l!L' L'\l' r\ onL' tn , oil' lo r him. -
- · Bia kL· :\ . Cnul ln 




To the Editor: 
To The UNH Communit v: 
We arc writing to you I;) express our 
\'icws on a mailer that we find 
disturbing. There arc a number of gay 
students. facultv. and staff on our 
campus. These ·gay memhcrs of our 
community arc dea ling with the same 
daily pressures and stresses that we all 
encounter. but in addition the y 
constantly face suhtk and o,wt 
discrimination and harrassmcnt 
concerning thei r lifestyle ... . Th e 
homophobic response s of thei r peers 
han: the effect of inrnl idating them as 
fully-function ing peop le and ma king 
them feel inadc4uatc a nd powcrlc ... s. 
T hese feelings oft en times culminate in 
a nxiety and deprc .., .., ion . We arc seeing 
incrca..,ing numhcrs of gay cli e nts 
co ming in fo r hel p dea ling ,, ith the 
ho m o php o h ic rca l' tio n s of th e ir 
heterosexua l coun terpart:-. . 
We feel tha t it i, our protc ... s ional 
ropon ... ihili t ~ a s wel l a ... our 
re.., po 1H ibi lity to the academic 
We trust that \'OU will understand 
our concern and s·upport our efforts in 
assuring an academic cn\'ironment 
which supports di,wsity and promotes 
mental health and personal growth . I.ct 
us all take pride in affirmation not 
condemnati.on. 
Counseling and Testing Staff 
Watson's student~ 
To the Fditor: 
In reference to M~. Harhara 1\orri.., · 
L·andid article on l>r. Win-.or Watson . 
there i.., a point \\ hich ..,he touched 
upon. that a, a ~tutknt ol Dr. 
Watson\. I hclic,c dc..,cnes ... omc 
clahoration . 
In eomidcra tion of her menti on ol 
till· "'at lca ~t -.i.\ ,tulknts in his 
lahorato n a t all\ !!iH·n t ime "'. it j.., 
imrortani to rca li; e ~ha t the..,c st ude n t\ 
arc "nrl-.ing o n ind ependent rc..,earch 
project:-. und er \\ 'aho n. t ha t i~. the> a rc 
de, o t ing lll lll'h or the ir rrec t imc( and in 
man, ca,L'" · not -.o lrcc 1imL· ) to 
comiuct thc-.e ... 1udiL'" · ·1 he q11L·-.tio11 i, 
a-.1-.L·d . \\ hat i, it that cau..,c, tlic,L' 
pL·ork t\l he Ill th i:-. lah1irato r} ., 
I hL· in itial e.,planation 111t1..,t he a _ 
It should he made clear that Watson 
i.., a person dncoted to the · 
dc,clopmcnt of student~ as 
prnfc..,..,ional ... cicntisb. 
John Coughlin 
Dept. of Zoology 
Submit typed 
letters 
to the Editor 
in Room 151 
of the MUB. 
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... join UJllege Republicans 
You know. the College Republicans. the group that 
works in campaigns. has all sorts of spt•akers on 
campus. is active in student government and the 
student government elections. sponsors community 
actiOQ projects. canvasses and registers voters. is an 
important part of the local Republican Party. 
publishes a newsletter. has debates. parties and 
mixers. Among other things. 
You're a Republican ·~ 
Try the College Republicans. 
After all. you've tried doing nothing. 
And that didn't work . 
First Meeting 




Join College R.epublL-a11S 
THE WORLD 
IS YOUR CAMPUS 
Two World itineraries are 
offered in 1982, sponsored by 
the University of Pittsburgh. 
AROUND THE WORLD: sails March 4, 1982 
from Ft. Lauderdale - Spain, Greece, 
Egypt, Israel, India, Sri Lanl<a, Philippines, 
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Japan. 
AROUND THE WORLD: sails Sept. 8, 1982 from Seattle. 
More than 60 university courses, with in-port and voyage-related emphasis. Faculty from 
University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts. 
Optional tours. including special tours into the People's Republic of China. available. 
Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. Semester 
at Sea admits students without regard to color. race or creed. The S.S. Universe is fully air-
conditioned, 18,000 tons, registe_red in Liberia and built in America. 
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh, 
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in 
CaIHornia call (714) 771-6590). 
3rd ·annual 
Lile · Science and Aur1cu11ura · 
_CAREER DAY 
Talk to employers about job opportunities in variousfields of l(fe science 
and agriculture. Come for all or part of the day. 
Date: Friday, March 5 
Place: Strafford Room--MUB 
Time: 9:30 a --4:00 p.m. 






MR. UNH CONTEST 
Saturday, March 27, 1982 
at 8:00 p.m. 
At New Hampshire Hall 
Each contestant will h~ve to participate in 5 
categories and the 6th category will be a choice 
between a publicly performable· talent OR 
body building. 
Trophies and gift certificates will be awarded 
to the 1st place winners in the body building 
and talent categories. 
At the end of the contest the points will be 
totalled from all 6 categories and the person 
with the most points will be a'warded the title 
of MR. UNH. (2nd and 3rd place winners in 
the all around competition will also receive a 
trophy and a gift certificate). 
Applications: 
CALL 868-1398 OR 
Stop by 18 Main St., Durham 
A /'l'/Jl'l'.ll'l/({/(i\'(' 11 ·i/l he in 11,e MCB. ll'ilh {I .1/iclc .1hu11· I before 3/ 12. 
------•7•i1•£•.,_·.,•~•Vi••cl ..... &•l•h•u•r.1•.·•M•,11•·c/•·1•l.•3•&•4•·--./•i·o•n•, J•.'•:o•o-•_)_•0r•J---ia!allllll_.· ' ._ ___________________________ _. 
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Crossfire's hometown show packs the Pub 
By Kevin Sousa 
Over 100 people . were turned 
away at the doors of the MUB' 
PUB Friday night as the Durham: 
based band Crossfire packed -the 
club with one of the biggest crowds 
of the year. 
The lead signer for Crossfire 
Jody Ring said: "We've been 
selling out everywhere we go lately. 
but I had no idea we would do so 
well here: I love Durham!" 
As soon as the band opened I 
could sec what all the excitement 
was about. They were one of the 
tightest cover bands I have ever 
seen . The opening numbers: 
"Money," "Working For the 
Weekend," and Joe Jackson's 'Tm 
The Man" were just a warm up for 
the real action that started with the 
Go-Gos· monstrous hit "Our Lipps 
arc Scaled ." If you closed your eyes 
you would sw.car it was the Go-Gos 
playing the song. This was all it 
took to pack the largest dance 
floor in Durham (and the moving 
didn't let up all night.) 
The next song to go over well 
with the crowd was the Car's 
"Shake It Up" featuring the 
drummer Eric Johnson on vocals. 
It also spot-lighted the in.credible 
keyboard playing of Kathy Fink, 
one of the hottest players in the 
area. They followed with the new 
anthem for "now" people: "I Love 
Rock-and-Roll" by Joan Jett. This 
song shows the new position of 
women in rock-n-roll as Fink put 
it. "There is a dc(initc attraction to 
having a female on stage. ask any 
club owner." 
After 12 songs the band did their 
first original "Stay Away" written 
and si.111g by Eric Johnson . The 
tune was in the new wave dance 
music area. and was a good 
example of what this band could 
do on the original scene in Boston. 
The second set opened up with 
the song "Every Little Thing She 
Docs is Magic" with the bass 
player. Boyd Smith . .using a stand 
up ba1ss to get the orchestrated 
sound that Sting created on the 
album . 
The lead guitarist. Jeff Harrod. 
used his deeper voice to create the 
Jim Morrison sound on the Door's 
"Love Her Madly. "Then came one 
of the biggest hits all night: when 
Jody Ring sang Pat Benetar's 
"Tough Cookie." Her voice and 
phrasing were so close that I asked 
her if she was trying to imitate 
Benetar. She said "I admire her 
singing very much but I'm trying to 
find my own style." 
The third set was spot-lighted 
with one of the hottest sax solos I 
have ever heard as Harrod wailed 
out the song "Always There," on 
Crossfire's lead singer Jody Ring. (Tim Skeer photo) , 
his tenor saxaphonc. 
The band played as hard on their 
last song "Precious" by the 
Pretenders as they did on their 
first. Crossfire had the audience 
going wild. The band is comprised 
of: 
Jody Ring: ( lead singer) Her Pat 
Bcnctar-like singing and utter 
beauty give her an exceptional 
stage presence. She uses Audio-
Tcchnica micro-phones. 
Eric Johnson: (drummcr i vocal-
ist) He has an excellent grasp of 
imitating other singers and still 
keeping a great beat. He uses a 
Slingerland drum set. 
Boyd Sn1ith: ( bass) He works 
very well with the drummer in 
"ccp111g Li1c groo\·c. He uses a 
Fender Jan bass. 
Jeff Harrod: (lead guitar) Being 
the only guitar player puts a great 
burden on him. but he's good 
enough to do it. He uses a Fender 
Strat and his sax is a Buffet. 
Kathy Fink: ( kcyboards1 vocal) 
She not onlv covers the kevboard 
parts but also the second. guitar 
parts on covers where two guitars 
arc called for. She uses a Yamaha 
CP-J0 electric piano. Arp Omni 
Synthcsi1er. and an Arp Pro DGX 
Synthesizer. 
The only problem I ha\'c with 
this band is that they have more 
originals. Fink cxpiaincd. "We 
own all our equipment so we need 
to pay for it by playing out-which 
gi\'cs us little time to .work on · 
originals. This is just a means to an 
end. we have c\'crv intention of 
becoming an all-original successful 
rock and roll band." 
With the sound Crossfire has 
and the atmosphere they created at 
the M lJ B PUB the sooner thcv 
change on:r the better. The group 
has the tightness and professional-
ism it takes to make the Boston 
scene . They arc not just another 
bar band. 
This show is just another 
example of M USO's fine program 
of bringing to local acts to 
Durham. Thursday night the 




By Jennifer Grace 
Last Friday night was a special 
one for those who went to see 
Linda Worster perform at the 
Saint Thomas More Catholic 
Student Center. Linda touched the 
crowd with her soft voice, pleasant 
melodies and her warm 
personality. 
Everyone at the concert seemed 
excited to hear her: before she · 
began to play: Worster conveyed 
an atmosphere - of love and 
affection. One could sense this in 
the audience without even hearing 
· her music. 
Worster captured the audience 
by seeming to rcch out to everyone 
and touch them in a special way. 
She began by tcling of her 
journey from Nantucket to New 
Hampshire: "I li ve on a small 
island on the other side of the 
·world. Nantucket!" She went on to 
describe how she bad to catch a 
boat off the island just get here. 
· This is W o rster\ fourth 
appearance at UNH. Last year she 
played at St. Thomas More. and 
pleased the audience by seeming to 
remember some of them. "Sure arc 
a lot of familiar faces." she said . 
Worster started with a song 
from the Beatles. "I Get By With a 
Little Help From My Friends .. , 
She immediately set the audience 
in motion . People began to gently 
sway. voices sing softly. and hands 
clapped in time to the warm strum 
of her guitar. 
Any wh o ma y have felt 
depressed before entering were 
cheered by Worster. At different 
points throughout the concert. 
Linda clapped with the audience. 
thanking them for being there. 
Worster continued with a piece 
by Dave Mallet entitled: "God N' 
Song." Linda sang clearly 
expressing a sense of love for those 
she was singing to. She insisted 
that the audience participate by 
joining in and singing the words to 
Mallet's song: she repeated them 
for the audience: "Inch by inch. 
' row by row. we arc going to make 
this garden grow." Linda added 
between lyrics: "For those who 
don't know the song just move 
· your mouth and the person next to 
you will cover up for you." 
After several songs Linda had 
the audience come alive. forgetting 
their problems outside the door. 
Worster has a strong following 
of students at UN H. "Every time 
she is around playing I go." said 
WORSTER, page 14 
My career as a werewolf by Colleen Berry 
I was a teenage werewolf--and not very happy 
with the job. I had tried everything to come up with 
a more exciting occupation than howling under full 
moons. but no one would hire me. 
I '"Drew Blinky" in Se,•enteen Maf(a::ine and, 
though I passed the drawing test easily enough. the 
interview was a disaster. The president of the art 
school supplying the scholarship owned a german 
shepherd that I had encountered on the previous 
Halloween-it had been a lovely evening but as far as 
I was concerned it had only been a one night stand. 
Spike was looking for a long term relationship. 
Needless to say. I made a quick exit. 
Then I came across another ad in the back of 
Cosmopolitan. This one read. "If you're over 5'10" 
you can become a model." On my human side I'm 
not bad looking. so I decided to give it a try. After a 
few photography sessions I was really beginning to 
get the hang or the variow, expressions: the ·pouty' 
look. the 'all-American' look. the 'exotic' look and 
the 'playful' look. _ 
But. alas. my modeling career also proved to be 
short lived. I was modeling evening attire from 
Hal:ton's new fall line on a P.M. version of the Phil 
Donahue Show. Unknown to me. the moon was 
shining bright and full. Well. Halston took one look 
at the hairy chest displayed beneath the plunging 
neckline of the gold lame jumpsuit. and fired me. 
Dejected. I waited a few hours until the hair 
disap.peared and I hit the nearest bar. While sitting 
on a stool crying into my Hop. Skip and Go Naked 
and watching the folks on Creature Double feature. 
I happened to pick up a matchbook. And inside I 
read. "If you can read this you can get a better job 
with higher pay." At the time I nearly laughed out 
loud but. for some reason. I kept the matches. 
I answered the ad a few days later and now I'm 
I 
working full time at a Computer Dating Service. 
So. the ad delivered! And the job is perfect for me--
no night work. But that's not even the best part. The 
other day. while reading dating applications, I came 
across a very interesting resume. To get to the 
point-I've met the wolf of my dreams-and I even 
love his human side. It's nice to know that future 
romantic evenings under full moons won't be spent 
howling in solitude. 
I don't give credit for my good fortune to that 
silly matchbook. I'm taking all the credit for my 
good fortune. Initiative is the key. Not may people 
bother to "Draw Blinky" or answer modeling ads, 
but if you want something badly enough. you'll do 
anything that could possibly help to get you there. 
And often timnes you'll run into opportunities 
along the way that never even 'occured to you-like 
hairy men. 
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Jazz,. jazz, jazz, all the weekend long 
By Lucy Morris 
The grand finale of UNH's 
Ninth Annual Jazz Fcsitval was 
Sunday night's performance by the 
Seacoast Big Band. Bop Follies, a 
vocal group from Boston. the 
UNH Jazz Band. an guest 
c o m_ p o s c r - t r o m b o n i s t - a n d 
arranger Phil Wilson. 
The festival began Friday 
morning with clinics in choral 
singing and improvisation. Jamey 
Acbcrsold~ the main clinician is 
recognized as one of the prc~icr 
jan educators in the world and is 
·well known for his records that 
provide mus1c1ans with a 
background band to improvise 
over. 
From 8:00 Saturday morning 
until 5:30 that afternoon. the MU B 
was full of wandering university 
students and youngjan musicians 
from the New England area middle 
and High Schools-who had come 
to compete for the privilege of 
performing Saturday night- in the 
Grltnitc State room. 
Areas of competition included 
class 'A' competitions. (band from 
high schools with an enrollment of 
1500 students or more) class 'B' 
bands ( under 1500 students). 
middle school bands and jazz and 
show choirs. The judging was done 
by nine professional musicians and 
j,(z:,. educators - from the New 
England and New York areas. 
Bands were judged on versatility. 
int<~nation dynamics. intcrprc-
ta r1on. and improvisational 
emphasis. Phil Wilson. (Tim Skeer photo) 
One of the strongest bands 
winning the class 'A' competition 
( for the sixth year in a row) as well 
as the jazz ensemble category. was 
Norw<H'>d High School from 
Massachusetts. 
The difficulty of the 
arrangements. and the skill with 
which the students performed was 
admirable at least and exciting at 
best. Their enthusiasm was visiahlc 
as well as infectious. One UN H 
Jazz Band member commented 
that technically. the high school 
bands were all competent 
musicians and the only significant· 
thi_ng they lacked was experience. 
With pcrscvcrcncc and time they 
too could reach the caliber of the 
musicians that gave the high 
spirited and moving performance 
Sunday night. 
The songs of the Sunday night 
performance were. except for two. 
all arranged by Phil Wilson. The 
first half led by Wilson was backed 
by the UN H Jazz Band. the second 
half backed hy the Seacoast Big 
Band. The performance near!,· 
filled the Johnson Theatre t<l 
capacity with area jazz lo,·crs and 
students. 
Wilson. a native of Exeter 
opened up the stage to audience 
partici_,.,ation. gi,ing them humor. 
and L'nr musicianship . Wilson 
W oodsnien take tinie to 
chop, split, and spit 
By Peter Schlesinger 
What most consider work was 
turned to rigorous play this 
weekend as nearly 200 participants 
chopped. sawed. threw. and spat at 
the annual Woodsmen's 
competition. 
The A-Team of the UNH 
Woodsmen's Club was the overall 
winner 6l the Woodsmen's Meet 
held Saturday at Boulder Field. 
The meet, hosted by the UNH 
Woodsmen's Club. the fourth of 
the 1982 season. attracted 27 teams 
from all over New England and 
one from New Brunswick. Canada 
as well. 
The six-member teams. two of 
them local high-schools. Dover 
and Exeter. NH. competed in the 
. all day competition of fourteen 
events. 
snowshoe , fircbuilding relay race 
and of course tobacco spitting. 
The Community College of the 
1 'Finger I .akcs. I rom l ~1naJa1ga: 
N.Y. broke last years tobacco 
spitting record of 18.6 feet with a 
whopping spat of 20.2 feet. 
UNH Woodsmen's Team Coach 
Matt Chagnon said. "the meet 
went very well. there weren't any 
injuries. One guy's shirt caught on 
fire during the relay race. but he 
wasn't burned. 
To compile their overall win. the 
A-Team took first in axe throw. 
firewood throw. pulp thr'ow for 
distance. and the relay race. 
UN H A-Team Freshman John 
Birdsall said of the win. "We put a 
lot ol"cffort into the pulp throw." 
In the pulp throw. competitors had 
to throw four-foot logs. weighing 
about 50 pounds each. for distance 
and accuracy. 
recorded six albums with Woody . 
Herman in thr si·xt\''s and his 
arrangement of "Mci-cv. Mcrcv. 
Mercy" done in 1969 for Buddy 
Rich was nominated for a 
Grammy. . 
l;k 1s presently· teaching ~1i" 
Berklce School of Music in Boston 
and has taught at the New England 
Consenatorv. But even without 
p ·r i o r k n ~) w I c d g e o f h i s 
background any listener would 
have been taken in bv his case as a 
showman. the stre-ngth of his 
arrangement and thr confidence in 
his prrsencr that created such 
rapport with thr audience. 
His arrangement incorporated 
strong dynamics with frequent 
surprises. Suddenly after a 
powerful refrain. the sound of 
horns and rhvthm section would 
disappear lea,:ing a lone trombone 
playfully. rythimcally skipping on 
its own with the audience keeping 
time by snapping fingers. 
A deep guttcral dip would break 
into a musical clichr and provoke 
laughter. One of Phil}; own songs 
with which the audience clapped. 
sudden! , broke into "When the 
Saint's Go Marching In." and 
following Phil's request the 
audience sang along with him . 
Part of Wilson's charm was due 
to the fact that his profcsionalism 
incorporated a c_hild like and 
spontaneous playfulness. scatting 
if the impulse arose. or 
experimenting with different 
sounds on the trombone. 
The UN H Jan Band provided a 
tight and professional sounding 
rhythm and horn srction that lived 
up to the fine arrangements thev 
played. · 
The tunrs played by the 
Seacoast Big Band were a little 
sharper rythmically and were 
played faster. 
The night's performance ended 
with an up-beat original 
compostion of Wilson's with an 
acti\'C horn section. a lot of trading 
solos and long trombone glissades. 
and one more Wilson solo that 
gave him the opportunity to show 
off his incredible precision with 
rhythm for such a difficult 
instrument as the trombone. 
The entire weekend provided a 
chance for young musicians to 
hear what other m,usicians of their 
ages arc doing. to perform for a 
receptive audience. and be exposed 
to critical analvsis. 
For the <lldcr proJcssional 
musicians it was a refrrshing 
glimpse at the enthusiasm and 
hard work the new gencrafion of 
jazz musicians will be bringing to 
this constantly changing and 
de,eloping form of music. 
For all of us who just lo\'e jazz 
and were luckv enoul!h to witness 
the Festirnl. ·it was~ a time f~l~ 
listening to and rnjoying high 
energy and life .gi, ing music. in an 
open and supporti,e atmosphere .. 
-WORSTER--
( continued from page 13) 
Louis Rc;binson. "She really 
inspires me to pick myself up and 
makes me feel good about life. she 
makes you feel full of awe. Linda is 
a people person and very down to 
earth." 
Worster spoke with the audience 
as if there were only two people in 
the room. She talked of her love of 
Nantucket and the hibernating she 
has done while living there. "I can 
go .as slow as I want to." she said. 
Her next song expressed what she 
had been saying: John Lennon's 
song "Watching the Wheels." was 
a song she couid rea)ly relate to. 
she said. Worster explained that 
every song she chose to sing had 
meaning and had played a part in 
her life. 
She sang of her college 
experiences in 1977. while 
attending Keene State College. "At 
th_at time nothing I did was right." 
The lyrics of the song she wrote 
began: ''I'm sorry I did it again. it's 
my fault. do you thi_nk we could 
still be friends'?" Every time 
Worster plucked a string on her 
guitar. tapped her foot or moved 
her mouth to the music; her body 
motion expressed the joy she 
wanted to share. 
"When I get feeling sad and 
lonely I go for a walk. Nantucket is 
my place in the world where I feel 
like home. ,ind I 'II know that I will 
get by." were the words of a song 
she had written about Nantucket. 
She sang: "A tiny island in an 
endless sea. feels like home to me." 
"I love the way she puts so much 
feeling into her songs. she captures 
the essence of things," said Susie 
Boyd. a resident of Nantucket 
Island and a student at UNH. "It's 
amazing how such a powerful 
voice can come out of such a little 
person!" 
For the remainder of her 
concert. Worster sang a variety of 
songs that she had written. 
including "Spirit Friend. I .lust 
Love You,", and "God Don't 
Make Junk." which is included on 
her album. She got the whole 
audience thinking of their 
childhood days as she sang 
"Somewhere Over the Rainbow." 
People in the audience joined in 
singing softly. bodies swayed to 
and fro. and some even wept. In 
SINGER, page ~5 · 
The Woodsmen's Meets started 
years ago, when loggers. tired and 
bored of cutting and hauling 
timber, got together and held 
contests to decide who was the best 
in each of their skills. 
"The choker set at any other 
meet." 
Chagnon cxplainc,d. "the choker 
set has evolved over the past 20 
years or so. with the use of skiddcrs 
and choker chains to haul out the 
Woods men and women in this w_eekend's competition. (Tim Skeer photo) · 
Included in the events were: axe 
throwing. pulp ,throwing for 
distanc·c and accuracy, horizontal 
and vertical speed chopping. 
firewood throwing. speed splitting. 
chain. bow and cross-cut :-.c1wing. 
scoot load. choker set. a 
timber." · 
Sophomore Andy Johnson. in 
his second year ·on the UNH A-
Tcam. said. "the meet was a good 
one. \'cry enjoyable." 
The UNH Girl's Woodsmen's 
Team participated in the meet. 
winning the chainsaw event. The 
UN H 8-Team won the speed 
splitting. in which logs with a 
paintrd red dot on either end were 
split three ways. Each qualifying 
piece.at the C\'Cnt's finish had a part 
of the red dot showing. 
The- vertical chopping was won 
by the Colby A-Team; in 44-tcnths. 
of a minute, two men chopped thru 
an 8 x 8 inch piece of vertical 
timber. 
The Woodsmen look forward to 
their final meet this semester at 
Colby College in Waterville. Mc. 
during the last weekend in April. 
Students interested in partici-
pating on the Team should look 
for announcements of the Team's 
meetings posted in the basement of 
Pctt~e Hall. ' 
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Why not take the opportunity to study in London? 
rcspo,,sc to the swaying. Wclrstcr 
said wilh a down eastern drawl. .. I 
feel at hor,'c just like on the hoat in 
Nantucket. ,iv-ah." 
With all the singing. laughing 
and warm feelings that Worster 
induced. the most passionately 
rcmcmhcrcd part of her concert 
was the song she dedicated and 
wrote for Richard Rouse. a former 
parishoncr of the Saint Thomas 
More Church who died from 
cancer on March 5t'I1. 1981. 
''I'd like to mention someone on 
my mind: Rich Rouse." she said. 
"He taught me a lot ahout living 
and dying. and you know death is 
not as scary as I thought. Arc you 
listening Richie'!" she asked. 
Worster continued hy singing 
"Toma to Vend ct ta". one of 
Rouse\ favorites . "I sang it 
hccausc I knew Rich didn't like 
tomatoes." she said. 
"Rich was a turning point in my 
life ... said Linda. "who I worked 
with last year while on i, retreat. 
We hccamc very close friends. It 
was hard going through the death 
of a loved one. this had llC\'cr 
POOL-
(continued from page 3) 
Champion of the MU B. 
Reminiscent of W.C. Fields in 
appearance and with. the stout 
professional kept a humorous 
repartee going with the "chumps" 
he was playing and had his smile 
on the young girls in the audience. 
In between crackingjokes about 
his opposition or lack thereof.. 
White handed out candy to the 
audience. and took time out to give 
promising players advice about 
shots and sometimes even a second 
chance to get that tough 
combinations in. 
(continued from page 14) 
happened to me hcforc." 
Worster said one morning she 
woke up and knew Rich had died. 
she couldn't go hack to sleep so she 
wrote "Rich's Song." which she 
sang at Rich's funeral. 
"The \oicc on the tclphonc is 
telling me to go. thank you for the 
love we had once known. Winters 
melt and visions change._. goodhye 
111\' friend. I thank you for the lo\·c 
w~ had that will remain." 
"I ha\:c known Linda since 1974. 
hack in hcrdavsof scarching."said 
Father Pc1111ctt of the Saint 
Thomas More Church. "since that 
time. I.ind.a has gone out of her 
way to reach out to people in a 
special way." 
Worster. now JI xcars old. 
attended Keene State College. In 
1977. Worster played as a hack-up 
to a Jonathon EdwanJs concert 
receiving her only encore ever as a 
performing hack-up. In I 977. she 
worked for the UN H Caran1n 
troupe. The Little Red Wagon. 
"When I was in college." said 
Worster. "I was so insecure and 
afraid. I never played am· music 
cxept for nw friends in nw-room. I 
rcmcmhcr c;nc time I th<Hight I was 
going to throw-up-I was so 
nervous playing in front of a group 
of people." It is difficult to hclic\c 
this confession judging hy 
Worstcr's composure Frida\' 
' night. -
· Worster li\·cs in Nantucket with 
her cat and plays her music at 
retreats. coffeehouses. and 
concerts in the New England area. 
For her final piece. W orstcr sang 
a song that she had written while 
riding on a hus in En_gland. 
watching the sun go down. As an 
encore tor the enthusiastic 
audience. she played a tune which 
hrought everyone in the room 
together in a giant circle with arms 
intcrlgckcd. forming a giant chain 
of unity. -
Everyone chanted and ·as the 
voices in ·the room grew loudcd 
and louder a warm sensation of 
togetherness filled the room. and 
Worster said. "Isn't it nice to sec 
everyone up and singing when 
there is· so much trouhlc going on 
in the world!" 
Craig Evans, Attorney at Law 
. Uncontested Divorce 
Sm&II Business Incorporation 
Simple Wills 
$200 plus costs 
$300 plus costs 
$35 
Other fees upon request 
Craig F. Evans. General Practice of Law 
48A Main Street. Durham. N.H. 03824 868-'5364 
A wide range of subjects and courses is available in Central London for , 
students of the social scfences. 
Junior year ............. Postgraduate Diplomas 
One-year Master's degrees ............. Research 
Subjects include Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthro-
pology, Business Studies, Econometrics, Economics, Economic History, 
Geography, Government, Industrial Relations, International History, 
International Relations, Law, Management Science, Operational Re-
search, Philosophy, Politics, Population Studies, Social Administration, 
Social Work, Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathema-
tical Sciences. 
Application blanks from: 
Admissions Directorate, L.S.E., Houghton Street 
London WC2A 2AE, England 
Pt ... state whether junior year or postgraduate. 
Wednesday is 
Spaghetti Day 
All Spaghetti Dishes 
82.75 
Traditional toppings such as Meatballs, Meat 
Sauce, or Sausage. And our own specialties such 
as Florentine, Broccoli, and Shrimp. 
Lunch 
l\Ion-Fri 11 :30-2:00 p.m. 
Dinner 
Mon-Thurs 4-8 p.m. 
Fri-Sat 4-9 p.m. 
Stmday· 4-8 p.m. 
NATIONAL WOMEN'S HlSTORY WEEK SCHEDULE - MARCH 8-12 
NaUanalWomen'alllatoryWeekontbe 
UNHcampuaia beinaoblervedbyfocualnlon 
women In relation tolbe University, polltlca, 
wan, the family, and tbearta. Unleaa otberwile lndica==arebeldln the New Memorial Union. 
The programa'liated below Include: 
0 lnterdiaclpli,narDialopa 
C, ' 
C .. ····• ·••· 
C 
Schedule of Programs 
Monday, March8 -
l:»l:Np.m. 
l: .... :Np.m. 
,
U ... Malda 
A1t1rr1ncaccountoltbe labor mcmmmtoltbe 
lllO'afrom tbeviewpolntoltbree women 
or,anlm'I. 
C.0./Claeulre Room 
Tuesday, Mar~h 9 
Wednesday,MarchlO 
11: ... 1:••··· 
WNl•uPGlltlealAdlriau: 
Wlla&CallltllePal&Tell• Abaattlle Prelellt-
AMvtee V ... T . 
LoalaeStevenaon, Hiltory Department 
Beverly Bryant, PoliUcalScienUat 










~ Tbewom•youdon'taeeln WarrenBeatty'a 




Vlrpl ud Temptreu: le• 81enotyplqln 
LltenlaeuddaeAna . 
Ilana Wltzlln& The~ 
PatayScbwelctart, EnaJiabDepartment 
CathrynAdamaky, women•~ ... ..._,..,a.w ... ..;. 
. l: .... :Np.m. 
'
:.-:tt;~n~)llloltbeNlcaraguan 
l'fflllutlonandwomen'a role In it. 
. ...._SoelalleleaeeCeater,Roomffl 
Tbunday,Marchll 
U: ... 1:•.f••• 
~ w ... a&UNH: WliereHaYeWelteellT 
.... .,. •• ~r, g ~s!i.Tu;..-;.fty0::!. ==~=•=veActlan cunll/llelbapRNa -
Z:Np.m. 






~ ElliceGonzafez, SocloJocy &Anthropology 







Friday, March 12 
IZ: ... l:31p.m . 
~ 1Wadlen andDaqhten:The Develepmentof 
~ Domeitldty In FnaceandAmerlca 





documentary and experimental film forms to 
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---Is the Women's Center a 'Give us a chance.· You're saying to Rath said. population.·· said Jacobson ... At organiz.ition may 
duplicate the 
stable enough group to belong to your fellow students 'No. we're not Senator William Puglisi said. "I the Center. we deal with the scn·ices or goal
s of other SAFC 
SAFC? giving you the chance.' I think you don't think there's enough money changing sex roles of both men and organi1i1tions. 
"The Women's Center is the should." Romano said. in PFO to let any of the 90 women. That's not discriminating "We c
ould rescind almost _every 
only student organization to lose Editor-in-chief of the Granite organizations in it grow." ( rhc against men... SAFC organiz
ation on the basis of 
SA FT fund in~ bcca use of Scott Wilson added. "There's not Senate approved the PFO's budget Senator Puglisi said. "It seems duplicati
on of services." said 
mismanagement in the past five one student organization on this of $28.350 at Sunday's meeting). to me all the SAFT organizations Senat
or Joshua Gordon. 
years. that I know ... said Mark campus that knows what the hell Women's Center staff member arc special interest groups. The "Five organ
izafions put printed 
McGreencr y . president of thcyarcdoing. That'swhythcy'rc JanctJacobsonsaidthatundcrthc NewHamp.\'hirehasaspccialstyle word 
on paper. This is a 
Mc mo r i a I Union Stud c n t student organizations--to learn ... PFO. "we couldn't reach the of writing_. There's Cool-Aid. for duplic
ation of services. but not a 
Organization. "The Women's Center is asking potential that we could with people wanting friendly advice-- dupli
cation of goals . The 
"That'sablackmarkagainstthc for about 90 cents out of a $40 SAFC. We have budgeted three andyoucangorightdownthclinc constit
ution sa ys 'goals or 
group. I don't promote someone (student activity) fee. And I'd compensated positions. which we to the Student Senate. for ser.viccs.' 
No other group on 
until they prove to me they deserve rather give my money to the would be unable to get through the politically minded people.·· campu
s duplicates the goals of the 
it. You haven't proven yourself as a Women's Center than to The PFO. •• M USO prcsiqent McGrccncry Women's Cente
r." Gordon said. 
long-term organization . ·· Granite. because I haven't seen a ---Is the Women's Center a said , the Women's Center is a ---CouldtheW
omen'sCenterbe 
McGrccncry said to members of yea.rbook for two years." Wilson special interest organization? special interest group because it an effective finan
cial advisor to the 
the Women's Center. said. Most speakers at Sunday's present films. speakers. and Senate? 
The Center has not made good ---Could the Women's Center meeting supported the Women's concerts with the common thread Par I ia men ta ri
a n Mic hac I 
use of SAFC this year, "coming function effectively as a member of Center claim that they arc not a of women's issues. Magnuson said
 SAFC is the 
only once to SAFT to ask for the Programming Fund Organiza- special interest group. Under "SCOPE and M USO show films financial arm of 
the Senate. and as 
office supplies ... said Senator tion (PFO) SAFC guidelines. special interest and put on concerts. but they're • such should adv
ise the Senate on 
Melinda Rath. sponsor of the Senators in favor of rescinding groups arc not allowed to members not special interest _because their busine
ss matters. 
motion to rescind the Center's the Women\ Center concept of the council. programs cover a range of things-- . "I f
ail to sec that the Women's 
concept. argued that recision would not "We stand for the advancement there's no common thread." Cente
r as any financial expertise to 
Assistant director of student .prohibit the Center from using of women." said Women's Center McGrccncry said . help ou
t the Student Senate." 
activities Renee Romano urged the PFO funds. The PFO represents member Penny Gill. "And I'd like ---Does the Women's Center Magnuson said . 
Senate to •~gi ve the Women's about 90 special interest anvonc to tell me what the duplicatetheservicesorgoalsof .Sena-torKath
yJarvincn.whois 
Center a chance" t.o prove itself. organizations to the SAFC. op-posite side is ." other SAFC organizations? also a member 
of the Women\ 
"All organizations start out "The Women's Center should Women arc not a special The Student Senate's consti- Center. 
said after the meeting. 
green, with students in them sa ying grow through the PFO." Senator interest. They arc over half the tution states that no SAFC "being
 a business manager and 
.--------------------------------------------------------- -- servin
g on SAFC is an education. A person doesn't need to go m 















Face to Face 
Jon Butcher Axis 
One People 
Livingston Taylor 
Human Sexual Response 
Proudly Presents 
with special guests 
Thursday, March 4th MUB PUB 
doors open at 7:15. 
admission $3.S0 students $4.50 non-students 
experienced from the start." 
-JACQUES-
(continued from page 8) 
Board of Trustees while in the 
student senate and in home-town 
policies. 
'Tvc always kept up-to-date on 
legislative matters that affect our 
town. affect our community. affect · 
our college." Jac4ues says. 
Familiarity with all the 
University System campuses arc 
another assest Jac4ucs says he has . 
.Jac4ues say~ he knows Keene 
State College President Barbara 
Seelye as well as havi.ng f~icnds at 
Plymouth State Colle~c. 
'Tm always informed on some 
of their views .. he says. 
An East Kingston resident. 
.h1c4ues is a graduate of Exeter 





Strikes a new eye fashion 
note. Cloisonne-like color 
accents, flowing lines and 
soft frame colors ... a lilting 
look for your eyes. Come in 
and see. 




_A_p_a_r_tme_n_t_s_for_R_e_nt __ [.] 
Live on the beach an.d commute-2 
bedroom unfurnished apartment within 
walking distance to the center of Long 
Sands Beach in York Beach, Maine. No 
pets. Lease required. $325/ month 
includes heat & all utilities. 1 / 2 house 
commute to Durham. R.M. Hayward 
Agency 207-363-4141 . 4 / 9 
Sublet 1 / 2 of a 2 bedroom apt. 4 miles 
from UNH. Bus goes by. $140.50 a month 
not including electric. Furnished looking 
for a female . As soon as possible. Day 
time call 742-4200 Ask for cindy. After 
5:00 p.m. call 742-6915.3/2 
USNH professional staff member is 
looking for a 3-5 bedroom furnished 
house to rent beginning in August. Would 
prefer (Mastway) Oyster River School 
District location and more than a one year 
lease. 868-5891 after 5 :00 868-1800 
days. 3 / i 
Roommate wanted. North Hampton, 
$125.00 per month plus electric and 
phone (approx $40.00) 964-8642 after 
1 :00 p.rn.3/2 
Need a roommate for beautifu I apartment 
in Newmarket, own bedroom partially 
furnished, only till-May 3l. $150.00 a 
month and utilities: call 659-3523 (no 
pets). 
":'"==A=u=to=s=fo=r~Sa-le-:::===:".ll'4il 
For Sale: 1976 Ford Pinto Squire Wagon. 
V6, 63,000 mi. Runs really well. New 
tires, brakes. shocks. waterpump, 
exhaust system. $800 firm. Torn 868-
5998 before 4 :00.3/2. 
'80 Omni-reliable car, only 19,000 rr, .. 
Exc~llent condition. Great gas rnileage-
35/gallon. Call Tom Lyle-868-9872 
anytime. Leave message . Great 
Bargain.3 / 5 
1974 V.W. beetle in good condition. 
Rebuilt engine. Asking $1200 or best 
offer. Call between 1 Oam and 2pm. 659-
5869. 
1980 Datsun 210 wagon, 5 speed, radial 
tires. 34 MPG, rustproofing, rear window 
defogger, excellent condition. asking 
$4800, call 868-1868. 
A fantastic -typewriter . I got a new one for 
my birthday . It's a Remington manual 
pica . Reconditioned last year -- brand new 
ribbon- -works great! Asking $70 but will 
talk . If you·re serious, call Martha at 772-
4443 / leave a message; I'll get back to 
you .3 / 5 
Rossignol Roe 's w / Look Nevada N17 
Bindings . 200 cm-excellent racing or 
recreational skiis. Asking $150 or best 
offer. Bindings alone are worth that 
much! Must Sell! Super edges too! Call 
Andy at 868-9782 or 2-1580, please 
leave message. Hurry-the best skiing is 
y_et to come!!3 / 2 
Skis and Boots For Sale cheap! Rossignol 
Strato 210 cm. $35, Dynamic VR 17 177 
cm . w / Look Nevada Bindings $70, 
Fischer C4 185 cm. $25. Hanson team 
Boots shell size 3 (fits 9-11) $50. Call 742-
6287.3/2 
AM / FM Cassette car stereo, FM stereo, 
audio reverse, rewind & fast forward and 
a button that automatically switches the 
tape from one side to the other. Only been 
used 6 months, must sell before Spring 
Break, $250. Call Julie 868-9791. 3/2 
Needing Repair: one year old portable 
SONY stereo cassette-corder(CS520 S). 
Only a bad switch, however tools needed. 
Call Adrian 868-2910 
Senkel and Repaln If~ 
KEY NOTE'S - PERSONAL REMINDERS 
Forgot your mother 's birthday.. your 
ann.iversary .. that special event that 
makes you feel like a heel? Call upon us. 
We' ll remind you to remember Call 742-
5378. reasonable rates .312 
I'---- He-Ip Want&--~ l[IJJ 
CRUISES. RESORTS , SAILII\JG 
EXPEDITIONS' N eeded: Sports 
Instructors. office.· counse lors. Europe, 
Cc1rribec1n . Worldw1cte l Summer. Career 
Send S8 95 for APPLICATION . 
OPENINGS. GUIDE to CRUISEWORLD , 
172 Box 60129. Sa crn mento . Ca . 
95860 3 2 
lost and Found llSJ ,._ _________ __,_ 
Lost. one 2-tone brown and white, 
Icelandic Wool hat, please call 659-6080, 
Kathy . Cold ears and sentimental value. 
3/2 
'~P-ersonals____,l ~ 
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MONTE CARLO in DURHAM? Treat 
yourself and a guest to an elegant evening 
complete with French Cuisine, dancing, 
games of chance and more. Hord'oeuvres 
will be served at 6:30 p.m. on March 5 6, 
in the Granite State Room of the 
Memorial Union Building. Tickets are 
available at the MUB Ticket Office for 
$1 ~.00 per person .3/2 
Audi-I can 't thank you enough for this 
weekend. So what if we weren't "rich 
enough" to get the red carpet treatment-I 
thought the service was great just the 
way it was and if I didn't love you already 
the view would have probably won me 
over! Love always-your co-pilot 
To Sue T.-Don't be dumb and go to 
Florida-Larry 
To Mike Kelly - You are a man of the '80s · 
and real sweet too ... ME 
Hey Bernstrom, what's the matter with 
you? Can 't you spell write right? Yours in 
undercover investigations, Woodsick 
For Sale: 4 tickets for Annie at the 
Shubert March 13th. Call Martha 868-
2129. 
Experience Monte Carloe bfore spring 
break COf!lplete with exquisite French 
cuisine, games of chance, dancing and 
more. "AN EVENING AT MONTE CARLO" 
will unfold in the Granite State Room of 
the MUB on March 5,6, at 6 :30 p.m. 
Tickets ,are available at the MUB ticket 
office for $13.00 per person. 3/2 
Xeno--ls that tree in the Quad reaUy 
there? You know the one I think I mean? 
· Thanks for the advice. I'm just a 
philosophunculist and need all the help I 
can get. At as if you know. Ideally, 
Zenophilus the Epicurean, F.B.F.H.S. 
That's not how you say it! 
Experience Monte Carlo before spring 
break complete with exquisite French 
cuisine, games of chance, dancing and 
more. "AN EVENING AT MONTE CARLO" 
· will unfold in the Granite State Room of 
the MUB on March 5,6, at 6:30 p.m. 
Tickets are available at the MUB ticket 
office for $13.00 per person.3/2 
Pooks- for all the patience • and 
understandi119, and the love and the 
grilled cheese, I owe you a life time. 
Always and forever, S.M.W. 
Direction?'Tm just beginning to see ... l'm 
looking at my self reflechons of my mind 
Its just the kind of day to leave myself 
behind. So gently swaying through the 
fairyland of love, if you'd just come with 
me and see the beauty of .. . " BE MY 
FRIEND. 
Sue F. Happy B-Day from us. Sorry we 
missed you but hope it was Great 
anyways! Ann.Gail & Linda 
Spacely-Happy belated birthday! Hope to 
catch you later for a midnight run to the 
Mai Kai-my treat! Love ya, Sha. 
HELP! We need a ride to Northern New 
Jersey for Spring Break. Can leave 
anytime after Thursday March 11th. 
Willing to share expenses and driving. 
Call us anytime 868-9699 or 2-1595 ask 
for Chris in 221 or Gilligan in 213. 
Spend an elegant evening in Monte Carlo. 
Enjoy the splendor of French cuisine and 
the excitement found in playing games of 
chance. Join the Hotel students in 
experiencing this and more at "AN 
EVENING AT MONTE CARLO", March 5,6 
in the Granite State Room of the 
Memorial Union Building (MUB) 
beginning at 6:30 pm. Tickets available at 
MUB ticket office for $13 .00 per person. 
Come and spoil yourself, you deserve it! 
DANI Lo, How can works convey a feeling 
strong enough to last a lifetime. My works 
fall short, they ' re lost as empty 
sound ... but in my heart, you're with me 
always. Love, " EWI.E" 
Semester at Sea Slide Show on 
Wednesday March 3rd at 7 p.m. in Stoke 's 
5th floor Lounge. Anyone and everyone 
welcome! For free color brochure call 
(800)854-0195 . 3/2 
Dennis-Thanx for your note ... l enJOY our 
time together too.Quite a relationship.huh 
Debbie. · 
I like that-0 
Take off to the great white north .... 
To D.Carle, "Tve already talked to you, 
now I said· move it, right now." Later . 
Congratulations you deserve the JERK OF 
THE YEAR AWARD. SO THERE!!!!! 
Hey P-Nut, Wha's it look like, Babe? Looks 
like I be lovin' you all up, Egan. Hope you 
liked the song (hee!) Easy up! Skee Skee. 
P.S. Two personals is the shit! 
-Hey guys! The topper worked! Go for it!! 
Go WILD! we·re behind you all the way. 
Do it up! Your all the balls! Go blue. You're 
awesome-you're golden- we love ya-The 
women 
Well boys-We were awesome this 
weekend. Now its your turn. Go for it!!! 
Mens swimteam: Thanks for the roadtrip 
to Springfield. We really appreciated the 
support. All our love -The womens 
swimteam. 
Good luck mens swim team & Jeff. 
Notice to members of Pete's Nus 
Emporium: "We play ping-pong with our 
parts! You orderd one in pink pliable 
pastic for evening participation?" Please 
prepare for more Spee Club parties, 
ferrets, fur balls, mug 'n muffins, scorpion 
bowls, sore msucles. player pianos. leis, 
champagne. and etc. All promised by you 
2 presidents. Also, mace the man whose 
. face is a disgrace. 
The continued investigations of Woods,ck 
and Bernstrom.. Back from a 3 • week 
vacation after their film debut in "All the 
University 's Men", the dynamic news duo 
continued their undercover investiga-
tions into liquid abuse. 
Sources say they saw the two reporters 
wandering down a beach in Gloucester 
drinking champagne from a doctor 
doolittle thermos. 
Woodsick was found inebriated, 
floating upside down at the state fish pier. 
The Police chief described the body as 
preppy. Police also said a punk rocker 
identified as Bernstrom was found by the 
breakwater. 
The two reporters still refuse to identify 
deep throat . 
"Damn are w'e good and we can write 
too," Woodsick and Bernstrom said 
Does Buston where glasses trke yours? 
Suzie 0 .-l'm so glad we're going to be 
roomies next semester-my last semester 
at UNH!!!LP.t's make it the best!Love,I ori 
Think of all the personals you'd be 
missing if you never read your New 
Hampshire. 
Applicat,ons are now available for the 
Student Ambassador Council at the Elliot 
Alumni Center .Deadline is next 
Monday.March 8. 
Diana and M .J .-I just wanted to let you 
know that I had a great time roadtripping 
with you . Very educational!!!Love,LAF 
C-lf I have a dinner party for my 
" friends" maybe 1·11 invite you .But you 
probably won't want to come.Love.C. 
MONTE CARLO in DURHAM? Treat 
yourself and a guest to an elegant evening 
complete with French Cuisine, dancing, 
games of chance and more. Hor d'oeuvres 
will be served at 6:30 p.m. on March 5,6 in 
the Granite State Room of the Memorial 
Union Building. Tickets are available at 
the MUB Ticket Office for $13.00 per 
person . 3 / 2 
Chris Byrne, Chris Byrne, Chris Byrne . 
Patti T.-Thanks for being such an 
awesome friend!! !Our long talks and your 
smiling face always make my day.Love 
ya .Lori 
To one CB from another-----
I 'm glad we·re both so perfect . 
MANAGER'S ASSISTANT-Hotel on coast of Southern 
Maine (Ogunquit) needs versatile person to assist with 
reservations, gardening, housekeeping, guest services. 
Salary plus room. May to Oct. Write Box 697, Ogunquit, 
ME 03907 
HELP WANTED 
Needed ASAP. l.i,e-in housekeep companion ( for one teen.) 
Room , board . salary. Two blocks from campus . Must be sincere. 
resourceful. Own transportation prcfcred. I Will consider "job 
sharin!,!" with two students alternating schedules . Call Kati X6X-
SUMMER JOB AT UNH! Applications may be 
picked up in the Recreational Sports Office, Room 
15 L field House for tne position of lifeguard at the 
UN H Outdoor Pool. A. LS. and experience required: 
WSI preferred. · 
Applicants should he prepared to work weekdays and 
weekends J 2,.6:00 from June 19 to August 28, 1982. 
Brendan, you·re a jerky brother. Signed, 
guess who. 
Typing done in my home; IBM Selectric 
typewriter. Tel: 742-4704. 
WWW!!!At last. a thank-you-for-the-
lasagne personal. I may get fat alone, but 
at leas1 we'll get stupid together! The 
lasagne was true to form, and I was warm 
for your form. Nobody does it better. Love, 
SOM. PS. What do you mean, "how do 
. you know?!?!" · 
Eve Gordon -I can't call you if I don't have 
your phone number. Dave C. 
CARPENTERS WANTED: Students who 
have taken Woodshop needed to build a 
trophy case. If interested, please call Nikki 
at 868-9897 or 862-1739. The plans have 
already been drawn up--all we need is 
someone to build!!3/ 9 
To the B&B Queen--HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! 
Ellen, Thanks so much for putting up with 
me and being such a great roomie & 
friend. Have a great day! Love, Anne. 
MONTE CARLO in DURHAM? Treat 
yourself and a guest to an elegant evening 
complete with French Cuisine, dancing, 
games of chance and more. Hord' oeuvres 
will be served at 6 :30 p.m. on March 5 and 
6 in the Granite State Room of the 
Memorial Union Building. Tickets are 
available at the MUB Ticket Office for 
$13.00 per person .3/2 
Hey Val Dusek-Logic is oh, sooo 
stimulating! You're so sexy when you · 
lecture, especially when you wear those 
'"revealing"' pants! Sorry, I "'wun't'" be 
there on "Tooosdeee'"! XXX 
Hey Spiro & Willy, I heard there's a 
'"Beginner's Bowling Clinic" coming 
soon . You losers should definitely go! 
Kerry-Smile willya. Minna. 
Karl Hicks, want to take a few· shots? 
Maybe if you're lucky, you can dunk it! 
Reply? 
Franz. Hope you're feeling better; the 
bananas, cookies and the intoxicated 
visitor must have done the trick! Best 
wishes for a speedy recovery. Maureen & 
Ma 
Many thanks to the members of the 
S.D.D.A . from all your little c·s. Great 
Daquiris!!! 
John, I almost goofed. Sorry! ILY and 
congrats anyways. 
6 '9" Joe- I'm sorry I didn't wave a couple 
weeks ago, but I didn't know you had a 
car! Next time you drive by in your maroon 
car, give me a ride! Or better yet call, my 
number's in the phone book! KP. 
If the music at your last party lost its taste, 
try another flavor .. .The Dance Machine!! 
For rates, call Chris at 332 -0800, or 868-
7214 (after 5). 
SURGEON TOPS instead of T-shirts for 
your dorm, Frat, sorority or club! $5 .95 
each . Minimum order 15 shirts. Call Dan 
after 11 p. m. 868-1567 or write Dan 
Baker, 34 Main St., Durham, N.H.3 / 9. 
Crazy Janey and Moby Dick,, Were back in 
the Tally holding hands. The chemistry 
was just right, And they dance like spirits 
in the night (all night). She says "I've got 
an order ... The Great Wall says, "Honey, 
let me coook it." She kissed him like only a 
lonely waitress can, She felt so nice, just 
as soft as a low-watt light bulb, in the 
night . Dick and Jane were making love on 
the grill, Singing Tally songs. Janey says 
it's time to go, So they close the Ho and 
say goodbye, To Erma and Myrna, baggers 
in the night, Those abominations against 
the laws of God and Nature. 
Vasili -- Class, candor, and cuteness. You 
are the man of my exotiG dreams. Sleep 
well -L. 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES! Find out about job 
opportunities at the Life Science and 
Agriculture Career Day on March 5 in the 
Strafford Room of the MUB from 9 :30 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m.3/2 
Here cums the sexy duo, Myrna and Erma, 
that versatile pair. B.atk from the Tally to 
do what only they dare. Point Blank, Right 
between the eyes. Last night, Marion was 
quite the creamer--Now she's on the 
other end of the vacuum cleaner. Re-Todd 
got her right between the legs, Point 
Blank. The same happened to Batty Oper, 
She'll even do it when sh's sober. She 
used to wait on customers. Now she waits 
on that welfare check. She has never 
waited on Romeos, She likes to wait on 
those Juliets.· 
Tracy in Francais 501 . Tu est tres 
adorable. SAE, huh? Good show. Je verra 
en classe. 
Need a coffe.e mug to help get through 
your midterms? How about a beer mug to 
celebrate the aftermath? Come see our 
selection at the Cat's Closet in the MUB. 
'"WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN 
RECREATION AND PARKS?" Find out 
about educational and career 
opportunities available in Recreation 
Administration, Rec. Programming, and 
Rec. resources management; Thursday, 
March 4 at 1 p.m. in the MUS-Sullivan 
Room. Open to all interested students. 
Susan, it's work week! Smile and be 
happy, spring break and your Florida trip 
are so close. Let's put in our best effort--
Reform Week will have its rewards! RM. 
To whoever stole my wallet and 
checkbooks from the Fieldhouse 
Thursday, Feb. 25, would you please send 
me all my IO's, pictures, etc. They mean 
nothing to you but a lot to me. You know 
my name, so just mail to Stillings 441 . 
ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZA-
TIONS!! A meeting of the Programming 
Fund Organization (PFO) will be held on 
Sunday, April 7, at 6:00 PM in the 
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room of the MUB. 
Any non-SAFC funded organiztion has 
one vote in the election of the new officers 
and Board of Directors. If you have any 
concerns about the role of small 
organizations within the University 
community, or would like to learn how 
you can obtain funding for your 
organization's events, you should plan on 
attending this important meeting. This 
meeting is only held once a year!3 / 5 
MONTE CARLO in DURHAM? Treat 
yourself and a guest to an elegant evening 
complete with French Cuisine, dancing, 
games of chance and more. Hor d'oeuvres 
will be served at 6:30p.m. on March 5 and 
6 in the Granite State Room of the 
Memorial Union Building . Tickets are_ 
available at the MUB Ticket Office for 
$13.00 per person . 
Getting into shape for the beach during 
spring break? We have a wide selection of 
sweatshirts and sweatpants at the Cat·s 
Closet in the MUB. 
To the pledges of Theta Chi--You guys are 
great. Even though Thursday night was 
somewhat of a disappointment, you guys 
showed class. By the way, WPI wants to 
know who blew chunks in the washing 
machine . And Stinky, try to match your 
socks at least for the initiation ceremony. 
What do you think about that Assumption · 
Biles! Let"s do it up right this semester, 
Men! 
To the CANNON ski bum : Not that we saw 
you that much--you ski like a bat out of 
hell- -you left us covered with snow as you 
zoomed by, but at least we didn 't "kiss"" • 
the snow. Ya!! "'Love your driving"' it's 
almost a~ good as your skiing!! Good 
times--from a vicious game of spoons 
to gargling Listermint!!! 
IT'S TIME to start thinking about Career 
Plans. Find out about job opportunities at 
the Life Science and Agriculture Career 
Day on March & in the Strafford Room of 
the MUB from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.3/ 2 
To The Women ' s Hoop Team : 
Congratulation on a fantastic season, and 
to the seniors for a great 4 years that 
won 't be forgotten! Scott & Pete. 
Student Rentals 
Apartments for rent for school year 82'-83 '. Walking 
distance to the campus. 2 bedroom apts. for 3 or 4 students: 
$6,800 for both semesters. I bedroom apts. for 2 students: 
$4,400. Find your own roommate. For apgointment .call 
868-5542 and ask for Mike,.· 
Summer Jobs- Chaimbermaids wanted for hotel 
in Ogunquit, Maine. Salary, tips, and room 
provided. Write or tel. Mrs. Blake, Box 555, 
York Harbor, Maine. 
l\lENDUMS POND 
Summer Job at DNH! Applications may be picked 
up in the Recreational Sp01is Office, Room 151 
Field House, for the position of Outdoor 
Maintenance Worker at the U.N.H. Recreational 
Sports Facility at Mendums Pond. 
Applicants should be prepared to work a forty-hour week 
including weekdays and weekends 11 :00 a .. m. -8:00 .-~-
from May 24 to Se tember .6. 1982. 
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1:59.38 . c,cnt. finish in ·the 1650 free ( 18:23 . 19) . (continued from paee 20) 
Hcrskovit1 copped her second . Sullivan hacked a near one-two- prior to Cole\ second place. 53.99 handled the 'Cats 91-84 on 
win of the championships with a three Wildcat sweep in J hc 200 fly effort in the 100 free. A seventh February I . In the loss to Niagra . 
it is that it\ not such a Cinderella 
story with impossible odds." 
meet. pool. and UNH team record with a third ' place. national place finish fi·om Hickey in the 50 UNH had the ball and a three-
pc rfo rma nee in the I 00 qualifying effort in the 50 frcr hack and a third indi,idual win point lead with five minutes 
Kinzly said. "There is a real ch.ancce 
that we could win." 
breaststroke (1:08.4) hdorc (25.16). UNH closed Saturda\'\ from Hcrskovit1 in the ~00 remaining. 
teammate Clohisy turned in a competition wit-ha meet. po~)I. breaststroke ga,-c UNH a "I think thcv'rc· scared of us," Leaving their 9-17 record 
behind. forgetting their ninth-
place EC AC North finish. and 
thanking the selection committee. 
the Wildcats enter the conference 
facility and UNH team record team. and New England record stronghold on third place with just said Dixon. "It\ going to be fun ." 
showing in the 200 fly (2:09 .9) . showing in the 400 medley relay four c,-cuts to go. Hickey\ 29.77 in But this time. the game will be 
Cole took second behind Sulli\'an ( Hickey, Hcrskovil/. Clohis\'. and the 50 back earned the junior played in Niagra\ gym that has a 
in the 200 fly(2: 11.81) and Sullivan Cole).· · national qtialification status· and a capacity of 3.000 and scats that arc 
met national qulaification Freshman dichard Cathv Jones 2:28 . 11 from Hcrskovit 1 in the close and overlooking the floor. tourney . 
standards in the trials oL the same cruised to a firth place. teani record trials of the 200 hrcastrokc stands The convention center has 7.352 "E veryone's shaking their heads. 
CUSTOM T-SHIRT PRINTING 
as a new l/ NH team record . scats that start 20 feet from the but what can you say." said Dixon . 
Martha Clohisv and Ann field of play. "In the long run . I guess someone 
Sullivan both quaiificd for the "The thing that\ so great about _ was looking out for us after all." 
6usinesses, clubs, organizations 
Hats, totes·, golf shirts, 
sweatshirts 
Many styles a vaila hie 
No order too small 
N. H.-PRINTWORKS 
3131 Lafayette Road 
Portsmouth, N. H. 038Q1 
PETER C. GREIDER 
603-431-8319 
Staffing NOW for Summer 1982 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR 
SUMMER COUNSELORS 
Who love children .and have strong skills & ability 
. to teach one or more of the following activities: 
Archery • Arts & Crafts • Athletics • Baseball • Basketball 
Computer Science • Dramatics • Drums • Fencing 
General Counselors • Guitar • Gymnastics • Ham Radio 
Karate • Lacrosse • Photography • Piano· • Rocketry 
Sailing • Soccer • Swimming (WSI) • Track • Tennis 
Tripping • Video Tape • Water Skiing • Woodworking 
FULL 8 WEEK SEASON+ 1 WEEK ORIENTATION • MIN AGE: 19 
Top salary, room, board, laundry and allowances. 
Write specify activity(sl applying for . .. give full details of background and 
qualifications. Act quickly ... openings are being filled continuously. 
New York Office: 5 Glen Lane, 
Mamaroneck, New York 10543 
Director: Shelley Weiner -
FOR BOYS Pittsfield, Mass. Founded 192i 
M.U.B. 
NIGHT 
upcoming Division II nationals 
with respective second (27.32) ancf 
Jourth place (28~07) efforts in the 
50 fly . 
-SKI--
< continued from page 19) 
qualifying by one spot. 
In cross country competition. 
Wildcats Mike Hussey and Eric 
Hastings both qualified for post-
season competition, but will pass 
up the tournament because they 
will be participating jn the Junior 
Olympic competition in Lake 
Placid . 
~TRAC.K-
-'"w.tinued from page 19) 
Th~ 4x440 meter relay team ran 
a ll l\ H record and pl~1ccd firth. 
Gaskill ran 50.5 for the best lead-
oil le!! of the season and Jamie 
Waltc~·s (49.5) ran the anchor leg. 
Sten: Patterson (49.4) and Pete 
Bergeron (48.9) also ran personal 
records at the distance . 
In the 800 meters. Stc\-c 
Patterson won his trial ' ·heat in 
1:56.7 and placed firth (1:55.1) in 
the semis. 
"All in all. I- am ,cry pleased 
with the t~am's performance (Xth 
o,crall)." said Copeland . "'They 
- rca 11 y did a s u pc r .i oh." 
Friday, March 5, 1982 
The MUB PUB: 
8-11 :30pm 
.50¢ 




The Roommate Game 
-w.c. Fields 
2 for 1 on Pinball 
2/ People Bowl 
Only 1 Pays 
Contra Dancing: 
Free Workshop 8-8:30 
Dance-$2.50 
Deadline to register for airbands 
and roommate game is 3/3/82 4:00pm 
---------UQ.ft,lftX)--------
pass by Mark Doherty making it 4-
2. 
"I had the jitters at first but my 
teammates really helped me out 
with some good passes." said 
Miller. 
The ·cats continued to bu11 in 
the Maine end for the remainder of 
the period . The hard work payed 
off at 6:26 as freshman Ralph 
Robinson fired from the left face-
off circle and heal Smith between 
the pads. The teams went to the 
dressing rooms. UN Hout in front 
comfortablv 5-2 . 
In the .third period. UNH's 
Norm l.aCombc blasted a shot 
from the right face-off circle at J:46 
and was followed bv Paul Barton 
at 4:0fi as he finished.off a beautiful 
passing combination from 
teammates Brian Bvrncs and Dan 
Potter giYing Bartoi1 the hat trick. 
An unasssistcd Maine goal hy 
Todd Bjokstrand made . it 7-3. but 
LaComhc answered it six minutes 
later while the Wildcats were 
shorthanded. Maine later added 
two third period goals making it an 
8-5 final. 
"We ha,c to cut down the 
amount of goals we allow as a 
team." said Barton. "We've been 
getting: the g~)altending from Todd 
but we have tci improve i.t as a 
team." 
During the contest the Tats 
managed 44 shots on goaltender 
Bob Smith while UN H \ Pearson 
handled 22. Pearson. like other 
team members. reels it has been 
tough coming back from the nine 
day layoff the team had prior to the 
Yale game . 
"'I 'vc been pressing myself since 
the nine day lay-off but I reel good 
now ar{d I think it 'II come 
together." sc1id Pearson . "I wasn't 
concentrating early and I wasn't 
getting many shots on goal which 
made it tough . Our dcrensc has 
been getting rapped all year from 
people about giving up -a lot of 
goals but I wouldn't give them 
away for anything. , 
The Wildcats now 17-10 ( 14-6 
ECAC) will face Northeastern. 
Tucsdav. March 2 in the last 
regular.home game or the season. 
The game could mean home ice in 
the quarter finals of the pl,iyoffs. 
and freshman Ralph Robinson 
feels the team will be ready for the 
Huskies. v.·ho arc tied wit-.h UNH 
for second place in the EC AC 
standings 
"Northeastern is the type of 
team that can come out and get 
vou. but we'll be rcadv and with 
that good fan support ·wc\·c been 
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Harriers place a 'pleasing' eighth 
By Tim D~an 
The Men\ UNH Track Team 
went into the New England 
Championships this weekend_ a 
small band of underdogs. yet I ult 
of fight. And no other single 
athlete symboli1.cd the team's 
situation better than sophomore 
Dick Robinson. 
"He took the baton from Aaron 
(Lessing) right in the middle of the 
group. put his head do~n and_ 
fought his way through all ol 
them." savs Head Coach John 
Copcland:"and these were the big 
guys." ' 
Robinson. floating in that 
uncanny way in which he seems 
able to defy gravity (he stands 5 
fcct-9 inches and weighs only I 30 
pounds}. broke free from the 
bumping and pushing pack and 
fled to a stunning 3:01.9 ( 1200 
meters) c;Jistancc medley relay leg. 
Copeland was taken back a bit 
b\' the performance. "He shocked 
tlie hell out of me. I really didn't 
expect him to run 4:03 mile pace 
for three quarters of that distance." 
lndced. ·when Robinson came out 
of a six week leg cast on Oct. 20 
(the result of having broken his 
foot after an 18-mile crm;s-country 
run on Sept. 5th). people were 
asking Copeland if he'd be ready to 
race again by spring. 
- "I rcallv didn't know how fast he 
would he-able to come back," said 
Copeland. "My objective was to 
get him back into shape 
l,!radually." 
But Robinson is an impatient 
fellow. To keep his heart and lungs 
strong he lugged his soft .cast into 
the UN H Pool for grueling swim 
workouts. and as soon as he could 
walk he began jogging two miles 
daily. By January I st. he was 
running 50 miles per week and 
itching for a chance to test his 
fitness. 
"He came to me immediately 
following the Christmas break and 
said he wanted to race." Copeland 
said. "It\ working out well. 
Against Brown. he went 9: 16 for 
two miles and he began to respond 
to some quantitative training. But. 
we're really ¥,caring for the 
outdoor season. 
Robinson is just one of many 
UN H track men· who gave it their 
all at B.U. on Saturday and 
Sunday. Two-miler Dean Kimball 
was outleancd at the finish line by 
B. U. standout Troy Billings (8:42.8 
to 8:43.1) despite the fact that he 
has been suffering from the effects 
of a severe stomach virus. 
"Billings took it out very 
quickly. and Dean tried to go with 
him. but by the half mile Troy had 
a good margin (2:04 to 2:09)." says 
Copeland. But Billings had 
problems sustaining his pace and 
with half a mile remaining he 
began to falter. 
"Dean passed him. but by that 
point Fallon of Providence had 
caught both of them and it became 
a three-man race." Copeland said. 
Billings moved ahead .again to 
ward off Fallon. leaving Kimball 
alone with only 220 yards to go. 
"For a moment. Dean looked as 
though he was going to bag it.·· 
continued Copeland. "but then he 
came alive in the last 100 vards. 
gunning down Fallon and nearly 
winning." Billings· · victory was a 
decisive one. however. allowing 
B. U. to accumulate the points 
needed to defeat Northeastern for 
the meet championship. 
John McAlpinc recorded a 
personal best in the same event 
99: 10.5),a remarkable achievement 1 
considering he has been th~ least 
trained of any UNH runnerlorthc 
last two years (a limit of 25 miles 
per week). due to a long list of 
reaccuring leg injuries. 
Bill Marcotte set a UN H' record 
in the pole vault ( 15'9"). a height 
good enough for third overall and 
one which broke a jinx of six 
consecutive fourth place N.E. 
finishes. Steve Campbell vaulted 
14'.3" to tic his personal best in the 
event as well. 
In the 60 yard high hurdles. 
Steve Smith (co-recipient of this 
year\ Paul Sweet Trophy) placed 
fourth and in the semi\ and final. 
he ran his two best races of the 
year. according to Copeland. 
Greg De Voider and Joel Dennis 
both placed fifth in their c\'cnts. 
De Voider jumping 22'2¼" in the 
long jump. while Dennis heaved 
the shot 52'8". his best throw of 
1982. 
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Gymnasts tumble the Lady Rams 
By Nancy Wogan 
In their final home appearance 
of the 198 l'-1982 season, the UN H 
woman gymnasts came out on top 
as.they outscored the University of 
Rhode Island by a 140.95 - 133.85 
tally. The Wildcat women were 
undcf catcd on the home mats this 
year with five wins. 
It was another dynamic vaulting 
pcrfomancc by UN H that brought 
them the event by a 36.J - 34.75 
final. Led off by Senior Ellen 
Fahcy's 8.9, the Lady 'Cats 
punched out one strong vault after· 
another for their highest total in 
the event the event this year. 
UNH's Jayne Dean began a 
super meet for herself individually 
by nailing her vault for the high 
score of a 9.3. 
Though UN H didn't have one of 
its better afternoon's on the uneven 
bars, the girls were still able to take 
the event bv 33.75 - 32.65 ss;or~. 
Freshman Wildcat Diane Carlin 
performed up to her usual high 
standards and grabbed the high 
mark with her 8.9. UNH's Josic 
Lcmmi showed poise and 
imagination as she overcame small 
difficulties to hit well enough for a 
strong 8.4. 
The balance beam gave UJ'lH 
another win by a 35.05 - 33.90 
score. However, Coach Gail 
Goodspeed of the Wildcats viewed 
both bars and beam this way:" As a 
team. we were weak." The top 
three New Hampshire entries were 
"great" according to Goodspeed, 
but depth is still lacking and this is 
putting too much pressure on the 
last girls up in the events. 
The pressure didn't seem to 
hinder Lucia Cancclmo's 
performance. The UNH sopho-
more pu!lcd a 9.25 for the top score 
in the event . Also putting out the 
type of routines the Wildcats will 
need to make Nationals were 
Laura Cavanaugh with a 9.0. and 
Jayne Dean keeping up the pace 
with an 8.7. 
The Wildcats finished with one 
of their best shows of the year on 
the floor mats. They notched 35.85 
points to URl's 33.75. 
An excellent display of dance 
and tumbling by all the UN H 
women was capped of by 
Cancel mo 's 9 .3 for top score. 
Wildcat's Carlin and Cavanaugh 
performed fine routines for 9.05 
and 8.6 respectively. 
UNH benefited also from thc8 .9 
pulled in by Jayne Dean. The 
sophomore from Westport. 
Connecticut had her best all 
around effort of the season with 
her 35.05 total. which was second 
only to teammate Cancclmo's 
35.45 first place performance. 
A long seven hour trip lies ahead 
for the gymnasts this weekend as 
they travel to upstate New York, 
and Cornell University. Coach 
Goodspeed secs this trip as "not 
very beneficial" for her squad. The 
tiring weekend leaves the girls only 
three days before they leave for 
Regionals on Thursday. 
"The next two weeks will be the 
hardest of the season." said 
Goodspeed. 
Regional contenders that will 
come up against UN H include 
Penn. State, Univ. of Pittsburgh 
and U. Mass. The Wildcats arc 
presently ranked 16th in the 
country. 
Skiers qualify for tourney races 
Women's ski~g 
A fourth place overall finish in 
the 51 st . Middlebury Winter 
Carnival assured the women's ski· 
team of a team bid in the AIAW 
regionals at Stowe. Vt. this 
weekend. 
Based on their performances at 
the Middlebury Carnival and 
carnivals at UN H. Vermont. 
Dartmouth. and Williams. the 
team received a third place overall 
score behind M iddlcbury and 
Vermont. 
The Wildcats' Patty Ross and 
Kelly Milligan will be the top two 
seeds in the cross country category. 
Julie Wolncv was the third UNH 
racer who pl~1ccd in the top 10 (she 
holds the tenth spot.) 
"These two i.?:irls ( Ross and 
Milligan) arc thcL best in the East 
_richt now." said Head Coach Paul 
"Buzz" Davis. "Kelly is a talented 
skier who came to UNH as a 
Junior National Champion . If she 
keeps going like that. she could 
make the '84 Olympics." 
"Patty is also a skier loaded with 
talent." he continued. "Both of the 
girls' abilities have rubbed off on 
placed third in the Middlebury 
meet behind UVM and Middle-
bury this weekend. will also 
compete in the regionals at Stowe. 
Men's skiing 
one another." The men's ski tcani, coming off a 
Ross and Milligan were named fifth place finish in the Middlebury 
to the All East first team this Winter Carnirnl this past 
weekend . Wolncy was a second weekend, will ha\'c several skiers 
team selection. representing them in the NC AA 
The picture in the alpine tournament next week. 
competition was not as promising. Led bv Matt Upton (first team 
howc\·cr. as in the final rankings All East selection). and Mike Lane 
the top skier for lJ NH. Lisa Dings. (second team All East selection). 
was in 18th place. The next skier the Wildcats took the fifth slot out 
for the Wildcats was Kris Van of IJ teams. 
Curan in 22nd place. Noel Lyons Upton. Lane. and Dave Kent 
of UVM is the region\ top seed. will all compete in the alpine 
The rcla,· 4 x 5 cross countrv competition at the NCAA\. Russ 
relay team· of Milligan. Woh1c)~. Dearborn (21st ranking) missed 
Ross. and Marianne Bean. who -
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Dick Robinson, shown here running to victory in the mile last week 
ran a 3:ol.9 in the 1200 meter race at the N.E.'s this past weekend: 
(Tim Skeer photo) 
PORTS SHORTS 
Icewotnen seeded second 
A committee made up of league coaches and officials has seeded 
four teams for this weekend's · women's EAIA W Ice Hockey 
Tournament at Snively Arena in Durham. Surprisingly, UN H is 
__ seeded second, behind PrJvidcnce_J:'ollegc. 
The first game will start at 6 p.m. Friday, with Providence ( 18-21 
squaring off against fourth-seeded Northeastern ( 10-7-1 ). The 
Wildcats play the second game against Princeton, a stronger ( 16-3) 
third-seeded team, at 8 p.m. 
Many people at UN H don't agree with the seedings. based on the 
fact that UN H is defending champions. the Tournament is on their 
own ice. and that the 'Cats downed the Friars a week ago in 
Providence. 
"We've been stung by the injustice of being seeded second." said 
UNH coach Russ McCurdy. "We've only lot one game in four 
years." • 
··Two AD's voted us second." McCurdy added. "Naturally. there's 
resentment against UN H. 
Nonetheless. UN H will have to face Princeton in the semi-finals. 
The Tigers arc led by sophomores Kelly O'Dell (30 goals. 20 assists. 
50 points) and Syrcna Carlborn (22 goals. 22 assists. 44 points). 
The Wildcats will not be looking to Saturday night unit! Saturday. 
"We won't be looking past Princeton at all. "said McCurdy "We're 
just trying to get to the finals, and we'll worry about it from there." 
Swimwomen keep pace 
with the best, place 3rd 
By Sue Valenza 
Individual wins from senior Sue 
Hcrskovit1 and freshmen Emily 
Cole and Martha Clohisy paced 
the UN H women\ swim squad to a 
solid third place New England 
finish last weekend. The Wildcats. 
fly earned the sophomore one of 
her fi\ e weekend Division 11 
National qualifications. Juninr ro-
ca ptain Carol Hickey joined 
Sullivan as a- national qualifycr 
with outstanding performances in 
the 50. I 00, and 200 backstroke 
third place finishers in the 1981 e\cnts. 
New England Championshiops as "Sue ( Hcrskovitz). Carol 
well. finished behind winner ( Hickev). and Ann (Sullivan) were 
Boston College (742.5) and the all in really good shape. tapered 
Univcrsitv of Maine (678) with well. and were ready for this meet." 
628.5 poi-nt totals. · said head coach Carol Lowe. "All 
Herskm·it1 ga\'e UN H its first three of them just got in and did 
win or the thrcc-dav c\·cnt on what they were capable of doing." 
Friday with a J 1.7 meet and pool Liz P,tgc. Deb Maskell. Clohisy. 
record showing in the 50 and Sullivan combined efforts for 
breaststroke. Hcrsko\'ill' time in a third place showing in the 200 
that c\cnt stands as a personal best free relay ( I :42.8) to open second-
and lowers her pr-c\·ious national day trials. Hickey collected a 
qualifying time. second national qualific;~1tio~ v,ith 
Cole nailed a 59.92 first place ,11 :0J .5. fourth place cllort 111 the 
finish in the 100 fly. her team 100 back. her performance 
record showing backed by followcdbyatcamrccordshowing 
rcspectin~ third and fourth place from Emily Cole in the 200 free 
Wildcat finishes from Clohisy and trials ( I :58 .6). Cole placed fifth in 
Ann Sulli\'an the finals for th~1t e\'cnt with a 
0 I :00.8 lrom Sulli\an in the 100 . SWIMMERS, page 18 
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Sports 
Cagers .last, hut get last laugh 
By _Steve D,amish UN~ los_t two con.fercnce games 
lhc mens baskctbal_l ~cam lost byapornt(mcludinga72-71 lossto 
day- (after phone call)." said 
Kinzly. "even after talking to 
coach ( Bob asst.) Berry. until I 
watched the news that night." 
!o Colgate Satur_day. ltn1s~cd last number one ranked Northeastern) 
tn the EC AC North conl~1-cncc. a~d one by two points, finished 
ended the regualar season with a 9- with more wins overall than 
17 rccord ... and made the playoffs. Colgate(8-17). Mainc(7-19). had a 
Ass1stan 1 sports information 
direction Mike Bruckner informed 
Kin1l y Sunday morning and from 
there. the co-captain fulfilled his 
role. He called player after player. 
The Wildcats went 2-9 in the schedule containing Alabama. 
con!·crenc_~ ,~nd own the ni.nth spot. Western Kentucky. Tulane and 
Marne ltnishcd at 3-7 while Boston C<~llegc. and played solid 
Colgate and Vermont both ended basketball late in the season. "Someone called and started 
sprca?ing the word," said co-
capta111 Robin Dixon. "At first I 
~as shocked ._ ~ut I'm happy to be 
111 the playof Is. It's been a long 
sca-:-on." 
2-8. Percentage wise. UN H is last. As a result. Perry called coach 
at the absolute bottom._ Gerry Friel with good news at 9:00 
But UN H plays third-ranked a.m. on Sunday. 
Niagra tonight at Niagra in the "It's the first time we've been 
EC AC __ North tot~:namcnt. It _will fort~natc to get the thorough 
be the lirst playolf game ever tor a cons1dcraton of the committee." 
UN H men's basketball team. Friel said . "We'll take it and not "I thought he ( Kin1ly) was 
joking." said Burns. "but he 
wouldn't do that. But still my 
"It's like wow." said forward cry ." 
Jack Burns. "we got a break. It The Wildcats went into 
finally happened." Saturday's game against Colgate 
"It seems like we've been .kicked th111k111g that they had to win in 
in the face for four years." said co- order to earn a birth in the 
~-caction was that I couldn't believe 
1 l. 
captain guard Randy Kinzly . "I tournament. "I thought the season was over" 
Burns. a senior. said. "a.nd m'y 
career over. Now it's another 
honestly sec something good They lost 62-59. lamented their 
coming out of it." la_st opportunity. retired Saturday 
A selection committee. headed night to bed. and woke in revelry to 
high." -
by Ronald Perry. athletic director an unexpected phone call. Should the 'Cats defeat the 
Purple Eagles of _Niagra tonight. 
they would stay 111 Buffalo and 
play 'secoryd-ra n ked Ca nisi us 
Thursday night. 
at Holy Cross, decided to award "I was really hurting (after 
UN H the opportunity to play in Colgate loss)." said Kinzlv. the 
the tournament on the basis of four first player to be told. "All of us 
crrtcria--confcrcncc play. overall went into the game thinking that 
record, toughness of schedule. and we were going to blow them out. 
how the team played in finishing When we lost. I was hurting. 
_Niagra bc~1t UNH 76-74 in the 
Niagra Falls Com-cntion Center 
on .January 31 while Canisius the season . "I was still a little skeptical all 
Barton scores hat trick 
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Wildcats maul Bears, 8-5 
By Peter Clark 
Coming oil a 6-4 loss to Yale 
Thursday night. the lJ NH men's 
hockey team returned home and 
got hatk to their winning ways by 
beating Maine Saturday night 8-5 
on the strength of a Paul Barton 
hat trick. 
In a hard skating. hard hitting 
opening period. lJ 1'\ H prC\·ailed 
first as Barton's left wing drive 
caught the far corner at 12:18 into 
the period. 
"We started out slow but we 
picked it up."said Barton. "I think 
the rest hurt us but now we're on 
the roll again. 
The Black Bears got it right hack 
though at 15:44 or the first period 
as Maine's Frill Zamcjc took a 
pass from teammate 1)~111 Maher 
and flipped it o,cr Ul'\H 
goaltender Todd Pearson to tic it 
at one. 
The Tats had a powcrplay 
chance three minutes later but was 
unable to capitali1c . I nstcad. a 
dclkctcd shot b,· junior Chris 
Prvor with 28.seco-nd~ left knocked 
a Clorcsccnt light from the ceiling 
and the period was stopped so the 
ice crew could clean the debris. 
After playing out the remaining 
time in the second period. UN H 
clicked again as Barton took a feed 
from Steve Lyons . to put the 
Wildcats up 2-1. 31 seconds into 
the period. 
After the combination of 
Zamejc and Maher tied it for the 
second time. UNH's Jay Miller got 
the eventual game winner as he 
collected his one rebound and slid 
a backhand past Maine goaltender 
Bob Smith. 
A minute and half later it was 
M illcr again tipping in a centering 
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Women run 3rd • ID N.E.'s 
By ,Jim Kinney 
The UN H women\ track team · 
finished higher than they have ever 
placed before indoors by finishing 
third at the New England's at 
Boston University Sunday night. 
Host School BU won the meet with 
91 points. followed by Conncticut 
·vith58. UNH with5oand 16othcr 
schools. Included in those were 
Maine. Vermont and Rhode 
Island. all of which had beaten 
UN H earlier this year. 
"We were very shocked al some 
of the performances. I wish I had 
brought my camera with me and 
recorded some of the per-
formances. It is just so hard to 
believe them." said Assistant lJ NH 
Coach Al Fcrcshetian. 
"There were certain!\' a lot of 
pleasant surprises." a<.i"dcd Head 
Coach Nancy K rucgcr. 
The biggest surprise had to be 
Anne Miller who set a new New 
Fngland record or 17:16.7 on her 
way to winning the 5000 mctcr(3.2 
miles) event. "How can vou 
explain her taking 44 seconds· oil 
her best time c,cr in one race'!" 
questioned Fcrcshctian. Ma\'hc h,· 
following Ul'\H teammate ·Karci1 
Dunn around for 20 or the 25 laps 
or the race and then running a ,cry 
stronc half-mile in a semi-duel 
with - Patt\' McGmcrn of BC 
heforc wi1;ninc the race b,· 10 
seconds. Oun~, added 4 team 
points by finishing 4th to the IO Cochrane had finished fifth also 
points effort by Miller that gave in the individual 200 meter finals 
lJ NH an earl\' lead. with a time of 26.0 seconds. 
1! was not ~1s big a surprise that Sophomore Kathy Brandcll also 
scmor Nanc,· Scardina won her took two team points for l 11'\ H hy 
two races. htit it was a surprise how finishing fifth in the 2 mile finals 
easily she took them. In fact. she with a time or 10:52.1. 
strung the mile field out enough or the 20 athletes on the ll 1'\ H 
that lrcshman Cind\' Stearns came 
from last place aftci: a quarter mile team. 14 qualified for the 1'\cw 
to finish third with a go<)d kick. Englands (including 8 in the mile). 
Stearns seemed ,-en· ncrnrns 13 competed and 11 of those 
he fore the race and sho\\'Cd it in the scored points and only three of 
them were seniors. 
beginning. hut gaim:d confidence 
with c,cry runner she picked oil The Eastcrns will be a touch 
•~.n~ was able to hold the strong competition. Krueger said. "Tl1c 
I 1111sh. quality or the competition in our 
Senior Scardina and freshman Fastcrn region is inncdihlc! It is 
Stearns comhincd ·with two other _just like being in a mini-nationals 
freshmcn.Kaki Siebert and l.icsc with tL·ams such as Pc1111 St.. 
Schaff. for l li\H's othcr,icton· of Cicorgctown and Prinn·ton 
the day. That occurred in thc ·4 x competing then:." she said. 
800 meter rclav ·as the,· ran a l ll'\H\ stro11gcst ·hope is in thL' 
comhincd time ·or 9: 16.3. to heat form or i\ann· Scardina. who has 
URI hy2 .6sccnnds.UConnbv 11.2 qualified inc,~rycn·ntfromXOOto 
seconds and the rest of the fil:ld by 5000 meters. Others stronc in the 
mer 17 seconds . _ distance races arc Miller. Hrandcll 
UNH\ other rcla,· team ran a and Dunn. 
school record on tlicir ,,a,· to a The relay teams arc up in the air 
fifth place finish in the 4 · x 200 now as possibly three could run. 
meter event. Sue Kallas. Su1annc · Krueger must make some decision 
Horton. M ichellc Cochrane and about the 4 x 200 meter team. the 4 
Miss,· Collins combined for u win \ X00 rrn:tcr team and a di-.tancc 
in tl-icir heat. hut unfortunate!\· relay team. Much of the decision 
,,c1-c in the slo,, heat. and e,ei1 will prohably hinge on the fates or 
though their time ,,as 4 seconds Cindy . Stearns in the mile. and 
faster than it had c,cr hccn hclore. Michelle Cochrane in the 55 ml'lcr 
they did not place highly. · da-.,h 
Jayne Dean had her best performance of the season in Saturday's 
win over Rhode Island. (Tim Lorette photo) 
Chool jian earns 
a :national hid 
By Peter Clark 
For senior Barry Chooljian. this 
past weekend can only be 
described as a dream come true. A 
first place finish at 150 pounds on 
Sunday has earned him a trip to 
Iowa State for the National 
Wrestling Championship as well as 
helping out the UN H squad to a 
third place New England finish. 
"I think we can be happy with 
that ranking because we really 
turned the program around this 
year." said Chooljian. 
The competition ·began Saturday 
for the five teams as the quarter 
and semi-finals were held. 
The 'Cats cruised into the semi-
final matches. picking up wins at 
all but four matches. and at the end 
of the day stood second. 
On Sunday however . in the 
consolation founds. Massachu-
scqs. who was currently third. 
swept enough third places to steal 
the second sport from the much 
impro,·cd Wildcats. 
.Junior Louis Ferullo started 
things off for the 'Cats in the finals 
as he dropped a tough match to 
BU's Wade Genova 12-6. 
Teammate Doug Unger ran ,into 
more problems than BU's Dave 
Traylor. After receiving two points 
for a third period takedown and 
two additional points for back 
points. an apparent Unger victory 
was reversed after the oficials 
conferred and awarded the match 
to Traylor. 8-7. 
"I'm mad that a decision like 
that ended a season for a kid. 
especially in the New Englands." 
said coach Jim Urquhart. 
"It's like calling back the 
winning touchdown. but in this 
case I can't play it over." said 
Ungt;r. "It was my shot to get out 
to Iowa. but there's always next 
year. I 'still can't helie\'C thcv 
re\'Crsed it after the call had beci1 
made." 
For the time being. the road to a 
team championship in the New 
En~lands was getting tougher. 
~-a\'orite Kurt Massey~ dropped a 
tirngh 7-4 decision to Bli's Jim 
En1icn who was later ,otcd 
"outstanding wrestler." 
"It was a real good match- to 
watch." said U r"luhart who was 
voted coach of the year after the 
meet. "It's unfortunate that Kurt's 
shoulder started to bother him. He 
had missed eight days of wrestling 
because of it and that much put 
him that much behind Enzien." 
After senior Randy Petaginc 
wrestled his final career match 
which he eventually dropped 9-3. 
Chooljian took over for the 
Wildc~1ts. 
After advancing to the finals. 
Chooljian wiped out Dick Grace of 
Boston College 12-0 reaching his 
freshman goal of becoming New 
England champ. 
"It was a real confidence builder 
for the Nationals to win like that." 
said Chooljian. "The Nationals arc 
next and i feel good. I really feel 
down for the other ·guys thought. 
especially the seniors." 
"Barry wanted it badly. He was 
mad about being second seed and 
he went out and got it." explained 
Urquhart. 
Senior Frank Guadagnino. like 
Unger. had problems with the 
officiating. In his final match 
Guadagnino was penalized a point 
for "misconduct" towards the 
official and ended up losing 4-3 in 
overtime. 
Sophomore Dave Yale made a 
strong showing after dropping his 
first match as did freshman Jeff 
Webb. 
When the match was over coach 
.Jim Urquhart was named "Coach 
of the Year" by his fellow coaches. 
an honor Urquhart says is nice to 
ha\'e but not as important as other 
awards. 
'Td trade that award in for a 
couple more New England 
champions any day. As long as I 
know I'm doing my _job I'm happy 
but I'd trade it in a minute." said 
Urquhart. 
For all but Chooljian the season 
is mer. Next week. the 1'\cw 
England Champ and Urquhart will 
fly out to Iowa in preparation for 
the Nationals. 
